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Abstract
Entanglement in higher dimensions is an attractive concept that is a chal-
lenge to realise experimentally. To this end, the entanglement of the orbital
angular momentum (OAM) of photons holds promise. The OAM state-space
is discrete and theoretically unbounded. In the work that follows, we investi-
gate various aspects of OAM entanglement. We show how the correlations in
OAM and its conjugate variable, angular position, are determined by phase-
matching and the shape of the pump beam in spontaneous parametric down-
conversion. We implement tests of quantum mechanics which have been
previously done for other variables. We show the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
paradox for OAM and angle, supporting the incompatibility of quantum me-
chanics with locality and realism. We demonstrate violations of Bell-type
inequalities, thereby discounting local hidden variables for describing the
correlations we observe. We show the Hardy paradox using OAM, again
highlighting the nonlocal nature of quantum mechanics. We demonstrate
violations of Leggett-type inequalities, thereby discounting nonlocal hidden
variables for describing correlations. Lastly, we have looked into the entan-
glement of topological vortex structures formed from a special superposition
of OAM modes and show violations of Bell-type inequalities confined to a
finite, isolated volume.
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1.1 EPR states allows perfect correlations (anticorrelations) for
two non-commuting observables such as position (~x) and mo-
mentum (~p). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
1.2 Spin angular momentum (σz~) arises from the rotation of the
electric field vector (a). By convention, a counterclockwise
rotation is called right-circular (R) polarisation with σz = 1,
while a clockwise rotation is left-circular (L) polarisation with
σz = −1. Orbital angular momentum (OAM) arises from he-
lical wave fronts, which can also be counterclockwise or clock-
wise leading to OAM of +`~ or −`~ respectively. The skew
rays (red arrow, normal to the wave front and forming angle
β with respect to z) leads to an azimuthal component in the
linear momentum (green dotted line) leading to OAM in the
z−direction. The magnitude of pφ is biggest nearer the op-
tical axis. Looking in the propagation direction, pφ points in
the counterclockwise (clockwise) direction for an OAM of `~
(−`~). [1] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
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1.3 A Laguerre-Gaussian beam can be created by a spiral phase
plate (a), or holographically by the addition of a spiral phase
and a diffraction grating, shown here for the case of ` = 1 (b).
[2] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
1.4 A forked diffraction grating can be used to generate a beam
with a helical phase front in the first order diffracted beam,
with the charge of the dislocation corresponding to the OAM
of the generated beam. The reverse is also true, when a he-
lically phased beam is incident on the hologram, the beam is
transformed into the fundamental Gaussian mode, which can
be coupled to a single mode fibre and a photon detector. . . . 39
2.1 In SPDC, a pump photon of frequency ωp spontaneously de-
cays into two photons, of frequency ωs and ωi (a). In perfect
collinear SPDC, the two photons are emitted parallel to the
direction of the pump, and the down-converted light forms a
bright spot surrounded by rings of decreasing intensity (b).
In perfect noncollinear SPDC, the two photons are emitted
with opposite transverse momentum, and the down-converted
light is a bright central ring surrounded by rings of decreasing
intensity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
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2.2 The efficiency of SPDC, like any other three-wave mixing pro-
cess, depends on phase-matching. In addition, in SPDC, the
on-axis phase mismatch determines the spectral distribution
of the signal and idler photons. Here we show the different
phase-matching scenarios. Emission is inhibited when ∆kzLz
is a multiple of 2pi, and the most significant emission occurs
when ∆kzLz = 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
2.3 The phase-matching in SPDC can be derived by capturing
the far-field intensity (inset) of the down-converted light, at
the focal plane of a lens, L. The intensity pattern is fitted
with (2.10) and we use α as a phase-matching parameter, with
α = 0 corresponding to collinear SPDC. (IF1- interference
filter to filter out the pump, IF2-interference filter to select
photon pairs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
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2.4 A generic experiment scheme where states ψs and ψi are mea-
sured from the photons generated in SPDC is shown in (a). S
and I represent the optical train from the crystal to the de-
tectors. If the pump is a plane wave and phase-matching is
perfect (nearly perfect), the coincidences can be predicted by
using the Klyshko picture (b). DS is taken to be a source of
|ψs〉, this state is propagated through S and reflected off the
crystal which is now treated as a mirror (M). It is then prop-
agated through I, and the coincidence probability is taken to
be proportional to the intensity at DI. A more general treat-
ment which can take into consideration both crystal length
and phase-matching is the “double Klyshko” picture (c). Both
detectors DS and DI are taken to be sources of ψs and ψi, re-
spectively. These modes are propagated through S and I onto
the facet of the crystal. At the crystal, these resulting modes
are propagated together with the pump mode, ψp and any
phase-matching function W . The coincidence probability is
taken to be proportional to a volume integral. . . . . . . . . . 55
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2.5 A general picture of an experiment with two photons consist
of a two-photon source and a measurement arm for each of
the photons (a). In our experiments, the photons come from
SPDC in a nonlinear crystal. The measurement consists of
imaging the crystal onto the SLMs, and the SLMs onto the
single mode fibres, which are then coupled to the single photon
detectors. The output of the detectors are fed to a coincidence
counting circuit (b). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
2.6 A spatial light modulator is an array of liquid crystals on top of
a chip which controls the voltage. The change in orientation of
the liquid crystals brings about varying optical path difference
across the input beam. This results to a tailored phase profile
in the reflected light. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
2.7 The conjugacy between OAM and angular position can be
demonstrated by passing a beam of specific OAM (` = 0 in
this case) through an angular aperture and analysing the OAM
content of the transmitted beam. This is done by varying the
`-value of the forked hologram and measuring the amount of
light that goes through the pinhole. If there is no angular
aperture, the measured OAM of the beam is the same as the
OAM of the input beam. If there is an angular aperture, the
measured OAM is spread over multiple OAM states. . . . . . 64
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2.8 We measure in the OAM or angular position basis by pro-
gramming either a forked diffraction hologram or an angular
four-slit pattern on the SLMs (top and bottom insets). The
SPDC phase-matching is changed by tilting the BBO crystal
about the axis shown (left inset). The CCD camera accessible
via the flip-up mirror M allows us to derive a phase-matching
parameter according to (2.10). [3] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
2.9 (left column) For collinear phase-matching, the far-field in-
tensity profile (blue line) follows (2.10) (solid black line) with
α = 0 (a). The measured spiral spectrum has a half-width
∆` ≈ 10, with D ≈ 9 (b). The central maximum (renor-
malised and background-subtracted) of our angular position
correlation measurement when the signal and idler slits have
a relative orientation of ∆φ, has a half-width of ≈ 12◦ (c).
The inset shows the other maxima from the four-slit pattern.
(right column) For noncollinear phase-matching (d), α = −2.2
in (2.10), the measurement spiral bandwidth is wider, with
∆` ≈ 20, D ≈ 30 (e) and the angular position correlation is
narrower, with a half-width of ≈ 8◦ (f). Blue dots and bars are
experiment results, solid black lines are fits that demonstrate
consistency with a Fourier relation between OAM and angle. [3] 73
2.10 We encode two-slit patterns (width 18◦, separated by 45◦) in
SLM1 and SLM2 with the corresponding OAM values (`s and
`i) shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
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2.11 We encode two-slit patterns (width 18◦, separated by 45◦) in
SLM1 and SLM2 with the corresponding OAM values shown
(a). With only one slit in each SLM (1 or 2), we verified the
strong angular position correlation. For α = 0, we only get
high coincidences when both SLMs have slits with the same
angular position (b). The measured concurrence is 0.96 (c).
We show similar angular position correlation for α = −2.2,
(d) and measure a concurrence of 0.90 (e). [3] . . . . . . . . . 77
2.12 The pump is shaped by a cover slip thereby introducing a
pi-phase shift to half of the output Gaussian beam (top in-
set). The OAM or angular position of signal and idler photons
are measured by programming the SLM with either a forked
diffraction grating or an angular slit respectively (bottom in-
set). [4] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
2.13 With the pump having largest contributions from |1〉 and |−1〉
we expect the coincidences to be high when `s + `i = ±1 (a).
This is supported by the OAM correlations we obtain from our
experiment (b). The angular position correlations also reflect
the shape of the pump, and in theory can be obtained via
the Fourier relationship between OAM and angular position.
From the OAM correlations in (a), we expect the modulated
coincidence in (c). Coincidence is high along the diagonal
when φs = φi, but with minima corresponding to the position
of the phase discontinuity in the pump. Apart from some
background counts, our experiment results support this (d). [4] 84
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3.1 The original EPR paradox is expressed in terms of position
and momentum (a). The EPR paradox we present here is
expressed in terms of angular position and OAM (b). . . . . . 94
3.2 We have SPDC from a 3-mm BBO crystal as source of our
entangled photons. The crystal is imaged by L1 (f=300 mm)
onto separate SLMs, where we encode either a forked diffrac-
tion grating or an angular transmission mask (with transmis-
sion tailing off towards the edges). The SLMs are again imaged
by L3(f=600 mm) and L4(f=1.6 mm) onto the facet of single-
mode fibres through 2 nm wide interference filters centred at
710 nm (a). The plots for conditional probability (b-c) show
that we can infer the OAM value of the idler photon(`i), given
the OAM value of the signal photon (`s) and that we can infer
the angular position of the idler photon (φi) given the angular
position of the signal photon (φs). [5] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
3.3 The seminal experiment of Aspect et al. measured the polar-
isation of photons coming from an atomic cascade [6]. The
beamsplitters are polarising beamsplitters, hence all of the
possible outcomes are measured simultaneously by the four
detectors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
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3.4 Polarisation states can be described in terms of a Poincare´
sphere where the North and South poles correspond to the
left- and right- circular polarisations. (a) The superpositions
of left- and right- circular polarisations are the linear polarisa-
tion states which lie on the equator. (b) An analogous sphere
can be defined for OAM, with the poles being | ± `〉. The
states on the equator are 2|`| petal patterns with 2|`| sectors
of alternating 0 and pi phase. The angles θ and φ define any
state (red star) on the OAM Bloch sphere. . . . . . . . . . . . 103
3.5 The photons come from noncollinear, type 1 SPDC in a 3-mm
long BBO crystal. Pinholes are used to select two diamet-
rically opposite sections of the down-converted light, which
has an opening cone of 8◦. These are each imaged onto sep-
arate SLMs (L1=300 mm), where we program the holograms
to measure “sector states” (referring to the 2|`| sectors in the
resulting superposition of |`〉 and | − `〉). We show the holo-
gram for ` = 2. The SLMs are imaged through interference
filters (IF, centred at 710 nm with a width of 10 nm), onto
single-mode fibres (L2=600 mm, L3=1.6 mm) and fed into a
coincidence circuit with a coincidence window of 25 ns. . . . . 106
3.6 As expected, the coincidence as a function of the orientation of
hologram B (θB) for different fixed orientations of hologram A
(θA) is sinusoidal. From here we calculate S to be 2.69± 0.02.
Results shown are for superpositions of ` = ±2. [7] . . . . . . 107
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3.7 Because an SLM can provide both phase and amplitude mod-
ulation, measurements on the OAM Bloch sphere need not be
restricted to the equatorial plane. We can make measurements
on any arbitrary great circle of the sphere. The hologram on
SLM1 is fixed so as to measure any of the four states repre-
sented by the black dots while the hologram on SLM2 mea-
sures states along the skewed plane, the angles θb and φb refer
to polar and azimuthal angles respectively. The coincidences
are sinusoidal as expected, and we calculate S to be 2.59±0.05.
[8] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
3.8 A source emits pairs of photons, and each photon is mea-
sured by polarisers which are oriented randomly, either along
θA0(θB0) or θA1(θB1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
3.9 If there is a nonzero probability of obtaining the result A2 = 1
and B2 = 1, local realism together with the relations (3.12)
and (3.13) implies that there is also a nonzero probability of
obtaining the result A0 = 1 and B0 = 1, however experiments
contradict this. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
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3.10 We have collinear SPDC from a 5-mm BBO crystal as source of
our entangled photons. The crystal is imaged by a telescope
(L1=200 mm, L2=400 mm) onto separate SLMs, where we
encode the Hardy measurement states (sample intensity, phase
and holograms are shown on insets). The SLMs are again
imaged by L3(f=600 mm) and L4(f=2.0 mm) onto the facet
of single-mode fibres through 2 nm wide interference filters
centred at 710 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
3.11 The Bloch spheres for our Hardy test: (a) | + 2〉 and |0〉; (b)
|+1〉 and |0〉. We show the intensity of the modes on the poles
and some representatives on the equator. We also show the
holograms required for Alice’s measurements (Bob’s not shown).118
3.12 The weights of the various |`, p = 0〉 states we obtain from
our experiment is shown in (a), the dots correspond to an
empirical fit. OAM entanglement from SPDC is naturally
non-maximally entangled. Results for the cases where K=1
and K=2 are shown in (b) and (c) respectively. Apart from
the probabilities for A1B1 and A2B2, all the rest are low, as
expected. The black dots represent theoretical prediction for
PK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
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3.13 (a)For N = 3, SLM A is set to measure the three mutually
orthogonal states a1, a2 and a3. SLM B is then set to measure
coplanar states bi, b’i separated by an angle χ where bi −
b’i is parallel to ei which are mutually orthogonal. (b) For
N = 4, a1, a2, a3 and a4 are the vertices of a tetrahedron.
The vectors e1, e2, e3 and e4 are then vertices of a regular
tetrahedron. Violating the inequality requires measurements
in four different non-orthogonal planes. In our case, we chose
the planes defined by e1 and e2, e2 and e3, e3 and e4 and e4
and e1. [9] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124
3.14 We have SPDC from a 3-mm BBO crystal as source of our
entangled photons. The crystal is imaged by L1 (f=300 mm)
onto separate SLMs, where we encode the holograms shown(sample
intensity, phase and holograms are shown on insets). The
SLMs are imaged by L2(f=600 mm) and L3(f=1.6 mm) onto
the facet of single-mode fibres through 2 nm wide interference
filters centred at 710 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127
3.15 Experimentally measured correlations (black dots) for N = 3
(a) and N = 4 (b) violate the bound arising from Leggett’s
model (green line), and follow closely the predictions of quan-
tum mechanics (red line). Maximum violation (boxed data
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which are seen as dark points embedded between the bright
speckles. In three dimensions, the vortices trace lines (red).
Some of the vortices form loops (white), and some of the loops
are linked. (speckle pattern from http://spie.org, 3D picture
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Nothing is real.
–John Lennon
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Entanglement is one of the most nonclassical manifestations of
quantum mechanics, there is just no counterpart for it in classi-
cal mechanics. There is a great body of work on entanglement,
most prominently concerning the two-dimensional state space of
photon polarisation. We study entanglement in a much bigger
playground by exploiting the orbital angular momentum of pho-
tons, which is theoretically infinite-dimensional. Entanglement
in higher dimensions is rich, and as the work which follows will
show, surprisingly accessible when explored with photon orbital
angular momentum. Endowed with this potential, we just have
to get smarter!
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1.1 Quantum Mechanics, Entanglement and
Nonlocality
The history of quantum mechanics would require a thesis in itself and I
will not attempt to give a full account here, just enough to appreciate how
successful and esoteric the theory still stands, more than one hundred years
after its inception.
Quantum mechanics was born from the investigation of the black-body
spectral distribution. The quantum hypothesis by Planck was no less than
revolutionary [12]. It paved the way to Einstein’s interpretation of the pho-
toelectric effect, which gives us the first notions of a “light quantum,” or
naively, a wave behaving like a particle [13]. In 1924, de Broglie suggested
the converse, that material particles can display wave-like behaviour and pos-
tulated a relationship between momentum and wavelength [14]. De Broglie’s
work inevitably led Schro¨dinger to develop quantum mechanics as we now
know it, in which the energy levels are eigenvalues of a differential operator
[15]. Schro¨dinger’s theory, together with contributions from Born, Jordan
and Dirac turned out to be successful in explaining the properties of the
hydrogen and helium atoms, or in fact anything for which some potential
function is known [16, 17]. However, the theory gives only probabilities, and
is therefore inherently statistical.
The statistical nature of quantum mechanics led Einstein, Podolsky and
Rosen (EPR) to ask the question “Can quantum-mechanical description of
physical reality be considered complete?” in their landmark paper in 1935
[18]. We should emphasise that they were not questioning the correctness of
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Figure 1.1: EPR states allows perfect correlations (anticorrelations) for two
non-commuting observables such as position (~x) and momentum (~p).
quantum mechanics, only its completeness. In doing so, they gave the first
description of entanglement, or as Einstein calls it, the “spooky action at
a distance.” They proposed an EPR state– two subsystems, A and B (fig.
1.1) which have interacted in the past and whose properties (e.g. position,
momentum) remain correlated even if they have been spatially separated.
The EPR state, although perfectly consistent with quantum mechanics, has
been a challenge to implement in the laboratory, and experimental proofs
of entanglement had to wait until later years [19]. Naturally, the focus of
entanglement experiments is to show that correlations exist between the en-
tangled systems, i.e., that one can predict the outcome of measurements on
B based on knowledge of the properties of A, and vice versa. However, a
more important point is that these correlations cannot be duplicated by any
classical formalism, and entanglement is what is responsible for this inability
[20]. The correlation in EPR states implies that the knowledge about the
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whole system is maximal even if the knowledge about the individual subsys-
tems is minimal. In a way, Schro¨dinger himself has hinted at the importance
of separability in any definition of entanglement when he said, “The best
possible knowledge of a whole does not include the best possible knowledge
of its parts – and this is what keeps coming back to haunt us.” Paraphrasing
Schro¨dinger, entanglement is the departure from classical thought [21, 22].
For simplicity, we consider only pure states. Any pure state |Ψ〉 consisting
of two subsystems A and B which can be written as
|Ψ〉 = |u〉A|v〉B (1.1)
where |u〉 and |v〉 are state vectors of A and B respectively, is not entangled
[23]. For the state (1.1), we can write down a state for system A or system
B alone, or we can think of it as “the property of system A is separable from
system B.” According to the superposition principle, any superposition of
the sort of (1.1) is also an allowed state. For example, the state
|Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|u〉A|v〉B ± |v〉A|u〉B) (1.2)
is an allowed state. These superpositions, which can not be written as
product states, are then entangled [23]. Due to the nature of the observed
correlations in entangled systems (measurements are spatially separated yet
measurement on one subsystem apparently affects measurement on the other)
nonlocality is often discussed in connection with entanglement. However,
nonlocality does not play any role in the definition of entanglement.
With entangled states being a reality in the laboratory, it transpires that
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nature allows correlations of spatially separated observations. As a grow-
ing body of work has shown, shared randomness (which could have been
established at the source of the entangled systems) is not enough for these
correlations [19]. The correlations can exist even when the two systems are
space-like separated. We call this counterintuitive phenomenon nonlocality,
but we should distinguish it from entanglement [24]. Entangled systems,
which are completely described in quantum mechanics exhibit nonlocality,
but quantum mechanics is not the only nonlocal theory. There are alterna-
tive nonlocal theories [19] which have been tested, or are waiting to be tested
(if indeed they are testable!).
Needless to say, entanglement and nonlocality are unsettling from the
point of view of Newtonian mechanics. Determinism and locality are con-
cepts so obviously true from our everyday experiences in the macroscopic
world. It is not surprising that quantum mechanics, although a satisfac-
tory description of entanglement and nonlocality, has been met with a lot
of controversy. Alternative theories to quantum mechanics exist. However,
theoretical predictions derived from quantum theory have been confirmed in
various experiments, such that it is difficult to question its validity [19, 25].
The interpretation of quantum mechanics is another active area of research,
which we will not discuss here. We simply adopt the mainstream interpreta-
tion that the wave function is a complete description of any physical system,
and Born’s rule gives the probability of measurement outcomes [26].
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1.2 The photon
Maxwell’s equations to describe electromagnetic fields, and later on, the
quantum theory of radiation are successful in treating a variety of optical
phenomena. The notion of a photon (the quantum of radiation) is neat, but
unnecessary for most situations [27, 28, 29]. Interestingly, the name “photon”
was coined by Lewis, a physical chemist, to refer to a physical particle which
transfers radiation from one atom to another [30]. Although Lewis was mis-
taken, the name has caught on and the notion of photons albeit controversial,
is here to stay.
Given that optics theory has its roots in the 17th-18th century (with trea-
tises by Descartes and Newton, just to name a few), we have good control
over light [31]. The ease with which we can generate and measure single
photons nowadays makes photons an ideal system with which to explore
entanglement. For example, polarisation can be easily measured with a po-
lariser, or in our case, spatial modes can be easily measured with holograms.
Photons do not interact with most systems (this also presents a limitation
for some applications!) and this makes their entanglement resilient. Indeed,
polarisation entanglement of photons has been shown over kilometer-range
distances [32].
Photons are endowed with a number of properties. As examples, we
can measure linear position or momentum [33], time of arrival or energy
[34]. In this work, we focus on angular momentum, more specifically on
orbital angular momentum. Although we frequently describe the angular
momentum of light as arising from the spin angular momentum of the photon,
the recognition of optical angular momentum does not rely on the notion
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of the photon itself. In 1909 Poynting wrote about the wave motion of a
revolving shaft and used mechanical analogies to establish that for circularly
polarised light, the ratio of the optical energy to the angular momentum was
equal to the angular frequency [35]. He even suggested a possible experiment
to observe light’s torque, where a stack of quarter-waveplates could extract
angular momentum from the light as it was converted from circular to linear
polarisation. A variant of this proposed experiment was actually performed
in 1936 by Beth, who used polarised light from a tungsten bulb to set a
quartz waveplate suspended from a quartz fibre into rotation [36]. Beyond
these macroscopic experiments, light’s angular momentum is apparent from
the interaction of light with atomic and molecular systems. An atomic dipole
transition implies a change of ~ in the angular momentum of the atomic
state, necessitating that the emitted light carries this angular momentum
away from the source. However, higher order transitions need more than ~,
a quadrupole transition requires an angular momentum exchange of 2~ and
hence we recognise that a single photon can carry an angular momentum
in excess of ~. Drawing on analogies with both mechanical and electron
systems, an early discussion of these questions was published in 1932 by
Darwin (grandson of Charles Darwin). In that work, whilst recognising that a
localisation of the photon is not allowed within the context of the uncertainty
principle, Darwin suggested that angular momentum could be carried away
by an emitted photon that is created (slightly) outside of the atom [37].
Within a ray optical picture, the angular momentum arises from the linear
momentum of the light acting about a small radius vector of a magnitude of
the order of the optical wavelength.
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In the subsequent decades it seems that light carrying larger amounts
of angular momentum was firmly associated with higher order atomic and
nuclear transitions [38]. This understanding changed in 1992, when Allen
et al. published their seminal paper establishing that laser beams with a
helical phase carried an orbital angular momentum that was additional to,
and independent of, that associated with spin angular momentum [39]. The
subsequent generation of these helically-phased beams, and investigation of
their mechanical effects [40, 41] have clearly established that, in the paraxial
approximation, angular momentum can be separated into spin and orbital
components [42].
1.2.1 Spin angular momentum
In questioning the completeness of quantum mechanics, EPR used the posi-
tion and momentum of two particles. Their formulation inevitably involved
states specified in terms of Dirac-delta functions which are not very amenable
to experimental implementations. That the paradoxical situation that EPR
proposed has been implemented in the laboratory owes much to the work
of Bohm, who reformulated the EPR paradox in terms of spin [43]. Spin is
usually imagined as a property of massive particles (e.g. electrons have a
spin ±1/2). Spin however, is a property of wave fields and, as such, can also
be attributed to photons even if they are massless [44].
Angular momentum comes from a circulating flow of energy in the elec-
tromagnetic field [44]. In particular, spin angular momentum (SAM) stems
from the rotation of the electric field of light as the beam propagates. SAM
has a value of σz~ per photon, where σz is determined by the polarisation.
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Figure 1.2: Spin angular momentum (σz~) arises from the rotation of the
electric field vector (a). By convention, a counterclockwise rotation is called
right-circular (R) polarisation with σz = 1, while a clockwise rotation is
left-circular (L) polarisation with σz = −1. Orbital angular momentum
(OAM) arises from helical wave fronts, which can also be counterclockwise
or clockwise leading to OAM of +`~ or −`~ respectively. The skew rays
(red arrow, normal to the wave front and forming angle β with respect to
z) leads to an azimuthal component in the linear momentum (green dotted
line) leading to OAM in the z−direction. The magnitude of pφ is biggest
nearer the optical axis. Looking in the propagation direction, pφ points in
the counterclockwise (clockwise) direction for an OAM of `~ (−`~). [1]
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Right- and left-circularly polarised light has σz = +1 and σz = −1 respec-
tively [42, 40] (fig. 1.2.a). Any state of polarisation can be expressed as a
superposition of right- and left-circular polarisations. Equal-amplitude su-
perpositions correspond to linear polarisations, in which case σz = 0. The
polarisation of light has played an important historical role in the experi-
mental investigation of quantum entanglement [19]. It is also the degree of
freedom which is most exploited for information-related applications such as
quantum key distribution [45].
1.2.2 Orbital angular momentum
We can describe a light beam as a field amplitude, u(x, y, z). For light beams
propagating along z and having an `−dependent azimuthal phase, we can
write,
u(x, y, z, φ) = uo(x, y, z)e
−ikzei`φ (1.3)
where φ is the azimuthal angle, ` is an integer, u0 is a slowly varying ampli-
tude distribution and k is the wave number. These beams are characterised
by helical wave fronts, in contrast to the (nearly) planar wave fronts of laser
beams (fig. 1.2.b). They appear in the solution to Maxwell’s equations writ-
ten in cylindrical coordinates– the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG`p) family of modes.
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This family of modes is defined by
LG`p(r, φ, z) =
√
2p!
w2(z) pi(|`|+ p)!
(
r
√
2
w(z)
)|`|
L|`|p
[
2r2
w2(z)
]
exp
[ −r2
w2(z)
]
× exp [i`φ] exp
[
ikr2z
2(z + z2R)
]
× exp [−i(2p+ |`|+ 1) tan−1(z/zR)] (1.4)
where ` is the azimuthal mode index, p is the radial mode index, k is the wave
number, w(z) is the beam waist given by w(z) =
√
2(z2 + z2R)/kzR, zR =
kw2(0)/2 is the Rayleigh range, L
|`|
p is the associated Laguerre polynomial,
z denotes the distance from the beam waist and r, φ denote the transverse
coordinates. The helical wave front leads to nonzero OAM. The helical wave
front is not unique to LG beams. For example, higher-order Bessel beams
[46] and Ince-Gaussian beams [47] have helical wave fronts too and hence
carry orbital angular momentum. In this thesis we focus on the LG beams,
with the understanding that OAM is not limited to this set.
More intuitively, OAM can also be deduced from a simple geometric ar-
gument based on the local ray directions. The local ray direction is, by
definition, perpendicular to the wave front. It follows that for light of wave-
length λ, at a radius r from the beam axis, the skew angle, β, of the ray is
given by `/(kr). This skew angle gives an azimuthal component of the linear
momentum of the photon of `~/r which, when multiplied by the radius vec-
tor, gives an angular momentum per photon of `~ (fig. 1.2.b). This is true
for both the paraxial approximation and rigorous treatments via Maxwell’s
equations. There is no need to invoke any quantum theory to arrive at this
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result [40].
Generation and measurement of photon OAM
LG beams were first produced using cylindrical lenses as mode converters
[48] but can be made more easily with diffractive optical elements such as
diffraction gratings. In 1990, Soskin and co-workers showed that diffraction
gratings could be made containing an on-axis fork-singularity in the lines
[49]. When the grating is illuminated with a Gaussian beam, the first-order
diffracted beam contains a phase singularity accurately described by the ei`φ
phase dependence corresponding to helical wave fronts. However, at that
time their angular momentum went unrecognised. The origin of this angular
momentum is attributed to the fact that the resulting grating has more lines
in one half of its area than the other half, and so the diffraction angles are
different and hence the resulting beam contains skew rays.
Beams with nonzero OAM have also been created using precisely fabri-
cated spiral phase plates which impart a helical phase front to the transmitted
beam. Spiral phase plates are characterised by a phase edge dislocation of
height s. This height depends on the OAM, such that s = (`λ)/(n − 1)
where n is the refractive index of the plate (fig.1.3.a). The phase plate can
also be realised holographically. Although the forked-gratings originally im-
plemented by Soskin [49] were amplitude gratings, their diffraction efficiency
can be dramatically improved if fabricated as a phase grating, where all the
diffracted energy is directed to the first-order beam. The required phase
cross-section Φ(x, y) of these forked gratings can be simply expressed as the
modulo 2pi addition of the azimuthal phase term with the linear phase term
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Figure 1.3: A Laguerre-Gaussian beam can be created by a spiral phase plate
(a), or holographically by the addition of a spiral phase and a diffraction
grating, shown here for the case of ` = 1 (b). [2]
of a standard grating of pitch Λ, Φ(x, y) = (2pix/Λ) + ` arctan2(y, x) (fig.
1.3.b). OAM beams of any desired order can be generated using these
`-forked diffraction gratings.
Operated in reverse, these `-forked holograms can serve to detect the
OAM of a laser beam. A helically phased beam incident on the hologram is
converted back into a fundamental Gaussian beam that can be coupled via a
single-mode fibre to a detector. Varying the order of the dislocation on the
hologram allows one to determine the `-index of the incident light (fig. 1.4).
If the detector is sensitive to single photons then the combination of grating,
fibre and detector is a mode-projector which allows the measurement of the
`-index of a single photon.
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Figure 1.4: A forked diffraction grating can be used to generate a beam with
a helical phase front in the first order diffracted beam, with the charge of the
dislocation corresponding to the OAM of the generated beam. The reverse
is also true, when a helically phased beam is incident on the hologram, the
beam is transformed into the fundamental Gaussian mode, which can be
coupled to a single mode fibre and a photon detector.
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SAM vs OAM
Spin angular momentum (SAM) and OAM have different mechanical conse-
quences. SAM causes a particle to spin about its own axis, whereas OAM
causes a particle to rotate around the beam axis [50]. These mechanical ef-
fects have inspired optically driven manipulation and continue to be an active
field [40, 41, 51].
A more obvious (but no less important) difference is that SAM is con-
fined to a two-dimensional state-space, whereas OAM is not. The OAM
quantum number, `, is an integer, −∞ < ` < ∞ and hence in theory the
OAM state-space is infinite-dimensional. This has implications for entan-
glement and quantum information applications. Much attention has been
directed to the two-dimensional state space of photon polarisation which pro-
vides both a conceptually and experimentally accessible playground. When
quantum computation is discussed, it is almost always in terms of quantum
bits (qubits) [20, 19, 45, 52, 53]. With OAM as a degree of freedom, D-
dimensional entanglement is possible, wherein each photon is a D-level qudit
taking on any of D possible values, and may prove to be an even more fertile
playground.
High-dimensional entanglement and OAM
There is still much progress to be made in our understanding of high-dimensional
entanglement, and on how we can put it to good use. From a fundamental
standpoint, higher-dimensional entanglement implies stronger violations of
locality [54, 55] and is especially useful in the study of mutually unbiased
bases in higher dimensions [56]. More relevant to practical applications,
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higher-dimensional entanglement provides increased security and robustness
[57, 58, 59] and a higher information capacity [58, 60, 61]. As we shall dis-
cuss in more detail in the next chapter, entangled photon pairs typically
come from the process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC)
in a nonlinear crystal. High-dimensional entanglement between these pho-
ton pairs can broadly be classified into two groups. The first exploits the
spectral [62] and temporal [63] degrees of freedom; an experimental system
with at least 11 dimensions has been achieved for the latter [63]. The second
exploits the spatial degrees of freedom, such as transverse spatial profile [60],
and transverse position and linear momentum [33, 59, 61]; an experimental
system with a notable channel capacity of 7 bits/photon corresponding to
roughly 128 dimensions has been reported for the latter [61]. We take the
route which exploits the angular position and the orbital angular momentum
to achieve high-dimensional entanglement.
The entanglement of orbital angular momentum (OAM) in photons gener-
ated via SPDC is firmly established theoretically and experimentally [64, 65].
In 2001, using the mode-projector consisting of a forked hologram and a
single-mode fibre, Zeilinger and coworkers measured the OAM of single pho-
tons generated by SPDC [65] and investigated the entanglement of OAM.
They used fixed holograms and were able to explore values up to ` = 2.
We have introduced a simple technological improvement: the use of pro-
grammable phase arrays in the form of spatial light modulators (instead
of the fixed holograms). This has allowed us to do versatile measurements
more easily including those that involve higher OAM states and OAM su-
perpositions [5, 9, 11, 8]. The use of spatial light modulators has made the
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infinite-dimensional state-space of OAM truly accessible.
1.3 Walkthrough
In all our experiments, we investigated the entanglement between photon
pairs generated by SPDC. Chapter 2 is a closer look at the process of SPDC.
SPDC is a reliable method of producing entangled photon pairs and has
played a major role in making studies of entanglement more feasible in the
laboratory. I describe our experimental setup in detail, including how we
program the spatial light modulator to measure both intensity and phase
modulations. Although there is an infinite range of values for OAM, only
a finite subset of this is accessible in experiments. I characterise the OAM
entanglement that is accessible to us in this chapter. We also look at mea-
surements made in the conjugate variable to OAM, angular position, and
confirm the well-known Fourier relationship between the two.
Chapter 3 is about tests of quantum mechanics done by measuring OAM.
We draw analogies between polarisation (which has served as the usual
testbed for quantum mechanics) and OAM. We also present the EPR paradox
in OAM and angular position. Having established that entanglement exists
(in the EPR sense), we test alternative theories which aim to explain the
presence of correlations between the two photons of the entangled pair. We
first test local hidden variable theories, as described by Bell [66, 67, 68]. We
show a violation of a Bell-type inequality, thereby concluding that local hid-
den variables are not sufficient to explain the correlations that we observe.
We also test local hidden variable theory without using inequalities. We
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follow Hardy [69] and demonstrate a ladder version of the Hardy paradox,
again supporting the incompatibility of locality with quantum mechanics.
We then proceed to test nonlocal hidden variable theories, as described by
Leggett [70]. We show a violation of Leggett-type inequalities, thereby con-
cluding that nonlocal hidden variables are also not sufficient to explain the
correlations that we observe.
Chapter 4 is on the entanglement of a more “exotic” spatial mode, in
the form of loops of optical vortices that are linked together, called Hopf
links. Hopf links can be generated by suitable superpositions of LG beams.
We show that these can also be measured in the light coming from SPDC.
Moreover, we show that these states are entangled by violating a Bell-type
inequality, implying the entanglement of volumes within the electromagnetic
field.
Chapter 5 is a summary of the work presented, and some possible exciting
work for the future.
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Chapter 2
Spontaneous Parametric
Down-Conversion and Orbital
Angular Momentum
Entangled photon pairs nowadays, are most conveniently gener-
ated by the nonlinear process of spontaneous parametric down-
conversion (SPDC). Polarisation correlations between these pho-
ton pairs are well-exploited for studies of both the foundations
and applications of quantum mechanics. Orbital angular mo-
mentum (OAM) has only recently been added to the repertoire of
accessible photon properties for observing quantum correlations.
We explore SPDC in the context of OAM correlations. Although
the OAM state space is theoretically infinite-dimensional, only a
range of OAM states can actually be generated and measured in
experiments. The first experiment discussed in this chapter shows
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how the range of OAM values can be increased by changing the
phase-matching conditions. This translates to an increase in the
information capacity of the entangled photons. The second ex-
periment is a first step towards using more complex pump beam
shapes for SPDC. We implement SPDC with a non-fundamental
Gaussian beam, which allows us to redistribute both OAM and
angular correlations.
J Romero, D Giovannini, S Franke-Arnold, S M Barnett, and M J Padgett,
Phys. Rev. A 86, 012334 (2012)
J Romero, D Giovannini, M G McLaren, E J Galvez, A Forbes and M J Padgett,
J. Opt. 14, 085401 (2012)
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2.1 Spontaneous parametric down-conversion
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.1: In SPDC, a pump photon of frequency ωp spontaneously decays
into two photons, of frequency ωs and ωi (a). In perfect collinear SPDC,
the two photons are emitted parallel to the direction of the pump, and the
down-converted light forms a bright spot surrounded by rings of decreasing
intensity (b). In perfect noncollinear SPDC, the two photons are emitted
with opposite transverse momentum, and the down-converted light is a bright
central ring surrounded by rings of decreasing intensity.
Spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) is the elementary quan-
tum process of a pump photon decaying into two lower-energy photons which
are, by convention, called the signal and idler photons (fig. 2.1.a). This pro-
cess has been described by Kleinman in 1968, where he describes SPDC as
optical parametric noise [71]. Being a parametric process, the angular fre-
quencies of the pump (ωp) , signal (ωs) and idler (ωi) photons follow energy
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conservation,
ωp = ωs + ωi. (2.1)
The emission is greatest when the wave vectors of the pump (~kp), signal (~ks)
and idler (~ki) photons follow the conservation of linear momentum,
~kp = ~ks + ~ki. (2.2)
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are collectively called the phase-matching condi-
tions. Perfect phase-matching refers to situations in which these conditions
are met. In our experiments, we consider only type-I SPDC. Here the sig-
nal and idler photons have the same polarisation, which is orthogonal to the
pump polarisation. SPDC can be collinear, wherein the signal and idler pho-
tons are emitted in the same direction, parallel to the direction of the pump
(fig. 2.1.b). Type-I collinear SPDC appears as a bright on-axis spot as in fig.
2.1.b. SPDC can also be noncollinear, wherein the signal and idler photons
are emitted in different directions such that (2.2) is still satisfied. Type-I
noncollinear SPDC appears as a bright annulus, such as in fig. 2.1.c and the
signal and idler photons appear in diametrically opposite positions.
The entanglement of the signal and idler photons have not been explored
in the early days of SPDC. However, the quantum mechanical picture of a
pump photon splitting into two photons has been verified as early as 1970.
Referring to SPDC as parametric fluorescence, Burnham and Weinberg ob-
served the simultaneous detection (or coincidence, as it is now widely called
in literature) of the signal and idler photons emitted by an ammonium di-
hydrogen phosphate (ADP) crystal [72]. However, a coincidence is recorded
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only if the detectors were arranged such that they satisfy the conservation of
energy and momentum. Despite this study, the majority of experiments on
entangled photons in the 1970s and 80s were performed with photons created
in cascade atomic decays [6, 52, 73]. Although these were largely successful
in demonstrating entanglement by examining correlations in polarisation, the
results are limited (and controversial!). This is because of the divergence in
the emitted photons, which further aggravates the low detection efficiencies
[74, 75]. As early as 1974, Clauser and Horne had hinted on the impor-
tance of correlations in direction in addition to correlations in spin to test
local hidden variables conclusively [76]. Because of phase-matching, SPDC
provides such directional correlation and the photons emitted by SPDC oc-
cur in very narrow cones. An experiment exploiting SPDC for producing
polarisation-entangled photons was first implemented in 1988 by Shih and
Alley using a deuterated potassium dihydrogen phosphate crystal [77]. Since
this seminal experiment, SPDC has been exploited as a source of entangled
photons, with measurements of phase, time-energy, linear position and mo-
mentum, and spatial modes including those with orbital angular momentum
[33, 65, 78, 79, 80, 7]. SPDC is preferred because of the relative ease at which
entangled photon pairs are generated by room-temperature crystals. SPDC
has become even more ubiquitous with the developments in type-II SPDC
(where the signal and idler have orthogonal polarisations) and ultrabright
sources which have a high pair generation rate [81, 82, 83].
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2.1.1 Two-photon state and conservation of OAM
Aside from a wealth of experiments, SPDC is well-studied theoretically. A
rigorous treatment of the physical process can be attributed to Kleinman who
derived the interaction Hamiltonian [71]. Zel’dovich and Klyshko studied the
statistics of the fields and count rates in SPDC (or parametric luminescence,
as it is called in their paper) as early as 1969 [84]. Hong and Mandel published
a more detailed study in 1985, where they have derived both single and joint
photon detection probabilities and shown that these two probabilities can
equal each other [85]. A full theory is outside the scope of this thesis and we
will skip the details of the quantisation. Instead we start with the result of
[85], where the state generated in SPDC, |ψ〉 is written in terms of the wave
vectors, and then follow the presentation in [86],
|ψ〉 = |vac〉+ const×
∫
dks
∫
dki sinc
1
2
(ωs + ωi − ωp) t
×F(ks,ki)|1,ks〉|1,ki〉, (2.3)
where |1,ks〉|1,ki〉 denote the creation of one signal photon with wave vector
ks and one idler photon with wave vector ki, and F(ks,ki) is,
F(ks,ki) =
∫
dqp E(qp)
[
ωsωiωp
n2(ks)n2(ki)n2(kp)
]1/2
×
3∏
j=1
sinc
1
2
(ks + ki − kp)j Lj. (2.4)
The transverse wave vectors of the pump are denoted by qp (qs and qi are
defined similarly), E(qp) is the angular spectrum of the pump, n(k) are the
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refractive indices, and Lj denote the length of the crystal in {x, y, z}. So that
the time dependence disappears, we assume that the condition (2.1) holds.
Experimentally, this is accomplished by using narrow-band interference filters
before the detectors to ensure that we are measuring near degeneracy. We
will also assume that the pump has a narrow angular spectrum, and the
photon pairs are observed close to the z axis such that |q|  |k| for the
three wave vectors. The transverse momentum is conserved, qp = qs + qi, if
the transverse size of the crystal is large enough. In addition, the refractive
indices are slowly varying with k such that they can be treated as constants.
From these conditions, we can write,
F(ks,ki) = E(qs + qi) sinc
[
1
2
(kp,z − ks,z − ki,z)Lz
]
. (2.5)
Examining the expression for F(ks,ki), we can see that there are two factors
that dictate the two-photon state: the angular spectrum of the pump and
the phase-matching condition. Most treatments assume a thin crystal (hence
the name “thin crystal approximation”), such that the width of the sinc
function is much greater than the width of the pump beam angular spectrum
[86, 87, 88], hence the sinc term goes to unity (note that the sinc term also
goes to unity for the case of perfect phase-matching).
The conservation of angular momentum is expected because the Hamil-
tonian for SPDC is rotationally symmetric [85, 89]. However because optical
OAM is not a true angular momentum, it is challenging to relate the symme-
try to OAM conservation [89, 90]. Instead, it is the transfer of the angular
spectrum of the pump and the phase-matching condition embodied in (2.5)
which are often invoked to derive conservation of OAM [64, 86]. It is now gen-
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erally accepted that OAM is conserved for collinear to near-collinear type-I
SPDC. That is the selection rule,
m = `s + `i, (2.6)
holds, where m~ is the OAM per photon of the pump beam and `s~ and
`i~ are the OAM of the signal and idler photons respectively. A complete
derivation of this is presented in [91].
Any pure entangled state can be expressed in terms of a Schmidt de-
composition [25, 92]. The Schmidt decomposition is not unique, and for our
purpose, we will use the LG`p basis (|`, p〉) to represent the OAM states. The
two-photon state which satisfies (2.6) can be written as,
|ψ〉 =
∞∑
ps=0
∞∑
pi=0
∞∑
`=−∞
c`,ps−`,pi |m− `, ps〉 |`, pi〉 . (2.7)
Apart from the effect of our finite apertures, the measurements presented
in this chapter are insensitive to the radial structure, and hence the radial
index p. For simplicity we ignore ps,i in the meantime and write
|ψ〉 =
+∞∑
`=−∞
c`|m− `〉|`〉, (2.8)
for the generated two-photon state. The probability of measuring photons
in the states |m− `〉 and |`〉 is |c`|2.
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2.1.2 Phase-matching
In SPDC experiments, the transverse profile of the pump is usually smaller
than the cross-section area of the nonlinear crystal, such that we can let Lx
and Ly approach infinity. In this way, the process is invariant to transverse
translations and conservation of transverse linear momentum holds. How-
ever, the crystal has a finite length which makes the process not invariant
to translations along z. The difference in the z−components of the wave
vectors, which appears in the argument of the sinc function in (2.5), is called
the on-axis phase mismatch ∆kz,
∆kz = kp,z − ks,z − ki,z. (2.9)
The on-axis phase mismatch (fig. 2.2) determines the efficiency in which a
three-wave mixing process will occur. In second harmonic generation, 2pi/∆k
is regarded as the coherence length over which the driving and the harmonic
fields remain in phase, and hence dictates the efficiency. SPDC is also most
efficient (brightest) when ∆kz = 0, but more importantly for us, ∆kz deter-
mines the spectral distribution of the down-converted photons [71, 93, 94].
Theoretical treatment of phase-matching is complicated and several approx-
imations have been made [95, 96, 97], but it is easy to do in practice, either
by tuning the temperature or angular orientation of the crystal [93]. In the
case of our bulk crystal, changing the angular orientation changes the index
of refraction for the pump beam, and hence ∆kz. A full characterisation of
SPDC for any phase-matching condition is nontrivial, details and a numerical
program can be found in [98].
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collinear noncollinear
perfect
imperfect
Figure 2.2: The efficiency of SPDC, like any other three-wave mixing process,
depends on phase-matching. In addition, in SPDC, the on-axis phase mis-
match determines the spectral distribution of the signal and idler photons.
Here we show the different phase-matching scenarios. Emission is inhibited
when ∆kzLz is a multiple of 2pi, and the most significant emission occurs
when ∆kzLz = 0.
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crystal
pump
camera
IF2 
Figure 2.3: The phase-matching in SPDC can be derived by capturing the
far-field intensity (inset) of the down-converted light, at the focal plane of
a lens, L. The intensity pattern is fitted with (2.10) and we use α as a
phase-matching parameter, with α = 0 corresponding to collinear SPDC.
(IF1- interference filter to filter out the pump, IF2-interference filter to select
photon pairs)
The effect of phase-matching is readily observable in the structure of the
down-converted light in the far-field, where only phase-matching and pump
divergence matters [99]. The intensity profile I in the far-field of the crystal
(fig. 2.3) mirrors the sinc phase-matching term in (2.5) and can be fitted
with the function,
I(r) = sinc2
(
ar2
f 2
+ α
)
(2.10)
where r is radial coordinate in the focal plane of a lens with focal length f ,
α = (|kp| − |ks| − |ki|)L/2 is a phase-matching parameter which determines
the opening angle of SPDC, and a = (|ks| + |ki|)L/4n2, where n is the
refractive index for the signal and idler wavelengths and L is the crystal
length [100]. Because the transverse momentum of the photons is conserved,
α is dominated by ∆kz, and α can be taken as a measure of the on-axis phase
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Figure 2.4: A generic experiment scheme where states ψs and ψi are measured
from the photons generated in SPDC is shown in (a). S and I represent
the optical train from the crystal to the detectors. If the pump is a plane
wave and phase-matching is perfect (nearly perfect), the coincidences can be
predicted by using the Klyshko picture (b). DS is taken to be a source of
|ψs〉, this state is propagated through S and reflected off the crystal which
is now treated as a mirror (M). It is then propagated through I, and the
coincidence probability is taken to be proportional to the intensity at DI. A
more general treatment which can take into consideration both crystal length
and phase-matching is the “double Klyshko” picture (c). Both detectors DS
and DI are taken to be sources of ψs and ψi, respectively. These modes are
propagated through S and I onto the facet of the crystal. At the crystal,
these resulting modes are propagated together with the pump mode, ψp and
any phase-matching function W . The coincidence probability is taken to be
proportional to a volume integral.
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mismatch with α = 0 corresponding to the collinear case. In the next section,
we will exploit phase-matching to increase the number of OAM states that
can be measured in our SPDC experiment.
2.1.3 Klyshko picture
Given a two-photon state |ψ〉, the joint probability P (ψs, ψi) of detecting
the signal and idler photons in the states |ψs〉 and |ψi〉 respectively can be
calculated as,
P (ψs, ψi) = |〈ψi|〈ψs|ψ〉|2. (2.11)
The joint probability is proportional to the coincidences and is the quantum
mechanical prediction of the measurement outcomes [26].
Klyshko formulated a different approach to predicting measurement out-
comes, in what is referred to as the Klyshko picture [101]. The Klyshko
picture is formalised in retrodictive quantum theory, in which the state of
the quantum system at any time between preparation and measurement is
the measured state evolved backward in time [102, 103]. We will avoid that
formalism here, it will suffice to say that the simplicity of the Klyshko pic-
ture also arises from a rigorous (albeit uncommon) formulation of quantum
mechanics [104].
Experimentally, a measurement of ψs(ψi) would entail various compo-
nents (polarisers, lenses, holograms etc. - denoted as boxes S and I in fig.
2.4) downstream from the nonlinear crystal terminating on detectors Ds(Di).
To predict the coincidence, Klyshko proposed “back-propagating” from one
detector to the other, treating the crystal as a mirror (provided that the pump
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is plane wave and phase-matching is satisfied). The system can be modelled
as follows: the detector Ds is replaced by a source of photons in state |ψs〉,
this mode is propagated through the components in the signal arm, gets
reflected at the nonlinear crystal, and continues to propagate through the
components in the idler arm and finally to Di. The intensity of this “prop-
agated” mode at Di is proportional to the expected coincidences. This is a
simple picture which has been verified by various experiments, most notably
by ghost imaging experiments wherein a two-photon analogue to geometric
optics has been derived [105, 106].
Taking phase-matching (and even the finite thickness of the crystal) into
consideration in the context of the Klyshko picture is largely unexplored since
for most cases, the simple picture of the crystal taken as a mirror is sufficient.
A naive possibility is to take the crystal as a thick diffraction grating, but this
is yet to be done and verified experimentally. Instead, there is a “double-
Klyshko” picture to account for phase-matching and crystal length [107].
Here, the detectors (which are in transverse positions rs and ri) are replaced
by sources of states |ψs〉 and |ψi〉. These modes are propagated through their
respective arms, as in the Klyshko picture to the facet of the crystal. The
joint probability of measuring |ψs〉 and |ψi〉 is then calculated from a volume
integral in the crystal, through which the three fields (including the pump
mode ψp) are propagated and multiplied by the phase-matching function W ,
as in
P (rs, ri) ∼
∫ L/2
−L/2
dz′
∫ +∞
−∞
dr′ψ∗s,prop(r
′, z′)ψ∗i,prop(r
′, z′)ψp(r′, z′)W (z′)
(2.12)
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where we refer to the “back-propagated” signal(idler) modes as ψs,prop(ψi,prop).
An exact expression which incorporates the on-axis phase-mismatch for the
case where the detection modes are Gaussian (` = 0) have been derived using
this [107, 108]. However, it has not been done for the Laguerre-Gaussian de-
tection family of modes, which is most relevant to us. For most of the results
we present in this thesis, the quantum mechanical prescription of (2.11) is
enough to describe our results. We use the Klyshko picture to optimise our
detection system instead, as we will discuss later.
2.2 Experimental apparatus
Before I embark on describing experiments, I will first present our general
experiment schematic. The experiments discussed in this thesis were done
over a period of four years. Over those four years, some details of the setup
have been modified, but the general schematic remains the same. We have
a source of entangled photons and a way of measuring the spatial mode of
the photons (fig. 2.5.a.). Our photons come from SPDC in a β-barium
borate (BBO) crystal pumped by a 355 nm quasi-CW source. The photons
are separated and goes through two identical arms. The output facet of the
crystal is imaged onto spatial light modulators (SLM, from Hamamatsu).
The SLM specifies the state that we aim to measure. The SLM is imaged
onto one end of a single mode-fibre (SMF). The SMF is connected to a silicon
avalanche photodiode (APD, Perkin Elmer), the output of which is fed to a
coincidence circuit (fig. 2.5.b). The experiment setup will be sketched for
each of the experiments presented in this thesis, but it is useful to keep this
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        A
measurement 
        B
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crystal
to SLM B
SPDC SLM B
imaging
SLM B
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to SLM A
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Figure 2.5: A general picture of an experiment with two photons consist of
a two-photon source and a measurement arm for each of the photons (a). In
our experiments, the photons come from SPDC in a nonlinear crystal. The
measurement consists of imaging the crystal onto the SLMs, and the SLMs
onto the single mode fibres, which are then coupled to the single photon
detectors. The output of the detectors are fed to a coincidence counting
circuit (b).
general scheme in mind.
One important technological improvement that our group has introduced
is the use of SLMs. The first experiments on OAM entanglement employed
fixed holograms [65, 109], which although effective, are not very flexible.
Introducing an SLM to measure the spatial mode has made our experiment
very versatile, we can measure not only OAM, but any OAM superposition
or in fact, any spatial mode. Being a reconfigurable element in the image
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input
light
reflected
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computer
controller computer
Figure 2.6: A spatial light modulator is an array of liquid crystals on top of
a chip which controls the voltage. The change in orientation of the liquid
crystals brings about varying optical path difference across the input beam.
This results to a tailored phase profile in the reflected light.
plane (in which the angle and transverse positions are decoupled) of both
the crystal and SMF, the SLM also makes alignment of our setup more
convenient. The angle of the diffraction grating and the position of the fork
in grating can be modified just by software, in contrast to physically aligning
a fixed hologram.
Our SLM consists of an array of liquid crystals on top of a silicon chip.
Depending on the voltage across the liquid crystal, the liquid crystal changes
orientation, hence introducing a spatially varying phase delay on the reflected
light (fig. 2.6). The SLM allows us to specify any phase from 0 to 2pi as
grayscale values 0 to 255. Any arbitrary phase structure can be measured.
Forked gratings such as those in fig. 1.3.b, can be easily implemented to
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measure OAM.
The power that goes to the first order can be varied by changing the
grayscale contrast of the blazed diffraction grating. At the outset, we have
made a calibration curve which consists of the single channel counts as a func-
tion of grayscale contrast. In this way, by changing the grayscale contrast,
we can measure not just spatial modes with a phase modulation, but also
those that have an amplitude modulation (if one is willing to incur additional
loss). In general if we want to measure a spatial mode with phase Φ(x, y)
and amplitude A(x, y), we can calculate the phase that we will encode in the
SLM, Φholo(x, y),
Φholo(x, y) = [Φ(x, y) + Φgrating(x, y)]mod2pi ×D(A(x, y)). (2.13)
The phase Φgrating(x, y) refers to the diffraction grating used to direct the
light to the first order. The distortion function, D(A(x, y)), which depends
on the amplitude can be derived from the lookup table, but ideally can also
be calculated from the relationship,
sinc [pi(1−D(A(x, y)))] = A(x, y). (2.14)
which could be numerically evaluated [110, 111].
Although SLMs introduce a significant degree of flexibility, they also in-
troduces a significant loss. This is not ideal if one is trying to beat the fair
sampling loophole (the assumption that the photons that we can measure
with our limited detection efficiency is a representative sample of all the
photons). Our SLMs have a ballpark diffraction efficiency of 60% and our
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APDs have a quantum efficiency of 60% at 710 nm (with a dark count of
200 s−1). We are nowhere near the limit to close the fair sampling loophole
(66.7% overall efficiency with a reasonable background [112]).
2.3 Fourier relationship between OAM and
angular position
The relationship between OAM and angular position is a recurring theme in
this thesis so we will clarify their relationship in this section. Physical prop-
erties of a cylindrical system are periodic functions of an angular position,
results of measurements on angles differing by 2pi are the same. An angular
position corresponds to an azimuthal angle, φ. The difference between an-
gular positions φ1 and φ2, is denoted by ∆φ = φ2−φ1, and corresponds to a
physical difference in orientations (relative orientation, or a rotation). This
angle should not be confused with the phase difference. The phase difference
arising from a rotation is `− dependent, because of the symmetry introduced
by `, and is equal to `∆φ. A phase difference, however, is not exclusively
brought about by rotation, for example, it can also arise from propagation
or reflection off a material.
More formally, if we take |Φ1〉 as the state at orientation φ1 and |Φ2〉 as
the state after being rotated by ∆φ about the z-axis (denoted by the OAM
operator Lˆz), then we can write
|Φ2〉 = exp(iLˆz∆φ)|Φ1〉. (2.15)
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We can rewrite this as,
exp(iLˆz∆φ)Φ(φ1) = Φ(φ1 + ∆φ), (2.16)
and if we compare with a Taylor expansion,
exp
(
∆φ
∂
∂φ
)
Φ(φ1) = Φ(φ1 + ∆φ), (2.17)
we see that Lˆz has the form,
Lˆz = −i ∂
∂φ
. (2.18)
That is to say, Lˆz is a generator of rotations and hence OAM and angular
position are conjugate variables [113, 114].
Angular position is periodic, but one can choose any 2pi interval from φ0
to φ0 + 2pi, where φ0 is the reference angular position. In our experiments,
we are mostly concerned with relative orientations, which is independent
of φ0 (φ0 becomes important for angle operators [115], but this is outside
our scope). It is also possible to measure the azimuthal position of a single
photon. As a simple example, a narrow angular aperture (a ‘cake slice’)
can be used to determine azimuthal position, in the same way that a slit
can measure linear position. The central angle of the angular aperture can
be rotated, and the number of photons that pass through the aperture as a
function of the aperture’s orientation is taken as a measure of the probability
distribution of the angular position [116].
Intuitively, if the angular probability distribution is uniform, one has
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Figure 2.7: The conjugacy between OAM and angular position can be demon-
strated by passing a beam of specific OAM (` = 0 in this case) through an
angular aperture and analysing the OAM content of the transmitted beam.
This is done by varying the `-value of the forked hologram and measuring
the amount of light that goes through the pinhole. If there is no angular
aperture, the measured OAM of the beam is the same as the OAM of the
input beam. If there is an angular aperture, the measured OAM is spread
over multiple OAM states.
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access to the whole angular aperture (i.e. unobstructed field of view) and
therefore the OAM can be determined with certainty. As the angular proba-
bility distribution narrows (corresponding to a ‘cake slice’, hence some part
of the beam is obstructed), the OAM can not be determined with certainty,
and this results to a spread in the possible OAM values (fig. 2.7). The
complementarity results to an uncertainty relation between OAM and angle,
analogous to that of linear position and linear momentum, and this will be
alluded to in the next chapter when we discuss the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
paradox.
From complementarity, we can also write the probability amplitudes of
the angular states in terms of the OAM probability amplitudes [116, 117],
ψ(φ) =
1√
2pi
+∞∑
`=−∞
ψ`exp(i`φ), (2.19)
and the OAM probability amplitudes in terms of the angular probability
amplitudes,
ψ(`) =
1√
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
ψ(φ)exp(−i`φ). (2.20)
We will exploit this Fourier relationship in the two succeeding experiments.
Note: I will now begin describing our experiments. I discuss the experi-
ments in this thesis, not in the order that they were done, but rather in the
order which makes most sense (to me, at least). The next two sections are
the most relevant to SPDC, hence I discuss them first, but they were the last
two experiments that I have done.
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2.4 Increasing the dimensionality in OAM en-
tanglement
The OAM quantum number ` is theoretically unbounded, −∞ < ` < ∞.
However, owing to our finite pump, crystal and aperture sizes, we can only
access a subset of this high-dimensional state space. Higher dimensions in
entangled systems are desirable for stronger violations of locality [54, 55], for
increasing security and robustness in quantum communications [57, 58, 59],
and for increasing the information capacity of a photon [58, 60, 61]. In this
section, we will discuss how we can expand the range of OAM modes available
for experiments.
2.4.1 Spiral bandwidth and dimensionality
The term “spiral bandwidth” is often used within the OAM community in dif-
ferent contexts and so it is imperative to discuss what it means to avoid con-
fusion. The number OAM modes (in our case, we take it as those within the
full width at half-maximum) is generally referred to as the spiral bandwidth
[118], and the range of OAM modes and their respective weightings is referred
to as the spiral spectrum. The generation spiral bandwidth is the number of
OAM modes that is produced by SPDC. The generation spiral spectrum of
SPDC has previously been calculated analytically from the coincidence fringe
obtained from a clever angular equivalent of the Hong-Ou-Mandel interferom-
eter using bucket detectors [119]. Measuring the generation spiral spectrum
is essentially recovering the Schmidt decomposition in (2.8). As such, the
term “Schmidt number”, K, is often used in conjunction with the genera-
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tion spiral spectrum. Because we are only interested in the OAM modes and
ignoring the radial part, we focus on the azimuthal Schmidt number, Kaz.
Mathematically, Kaz can be derived from (2.8), Kaz = 1/
∑
` |c`|4 [95, 119].
The total Schmidt number, K and Kaz are related as, Kaz = 2
√
K [120].
On the other hand, the measurement spiral bandwidth is the number
of OAM modes that can be measured. It depends on the generation spiral
bandwidth and detection capability of the system. The measurement spiral
spectrum has been derived for the collinear case in [88, 91]. We focus on the
measurement spiral bandwidth, since it dictates the number of usable OAM
modes. Any projective measurement of OAM, wherein the OAM of the sig-
nal and idler photons are directly measured using a mode-transformer (with
a hologram or phase plate) and a single-mode fibre coupled to a photon-
detector, is inherently sensitive to the radial field distribution [11, 119, 121].
Measuring the OAM spectrum in this manner will inevitably result in a spiral
bandwidth that is different from the generation bandwidth [119]. Pors et al.
have calculated the dimension D from coincidence fringes as angular phase
plate analysers are rotated: D is the inverse of the area under the peak-
normalised coincidence fringe [122]. Using this technique, a dimensionality
of D = 6 has been measured for an SPDC system with a Schmidt num-
ber of 31. Another technique is to measure the OAM states of the signal
and idler photons directly by forked diffraction holograms and build up a
measurement spiral spectrum, as was done by Dada et al. in [55], where
they have shown 11-dimensional OAM entanglement via generalised Bell in-
equalities. Using angular slits and forked diffraction holograms, Leach et al.
successfully demonstrated the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox by
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measuring angular position and 15 different OAM states, although they did
not obtain the dimensionality of the measured OAM entanglement [5].
In this section, we quantify the dimensionality of OAM entanglement
in two ways. First, we fit our measured spiral spectrum with a Lorentzian
function and simply obtain the half-width. Second, we compute the quan-
tum mutual information capacity - the information that is shared by the
entangled photons. This is an especially meaningful quantity for quantum
key distribution (QKD) [61, 123, 124], and has not been measured for OAM
previously.
2.4.2 Experiment and results
To increase the number of measurable OAM modes, one can either optimise
the detection system or widen the OAM spectrum of the generated two-
photon state. These two are equally important, but optimising detection is
fruitless if the OAM states are not being generated in the first place. The de-
tection geometry is more often fixed but can be designed optimally, as we will
describe later. The generation bandwidth can be modified by changing the
characteristics of the pump beam [96, 125], or by tuning the phase-matching
conditions as shown previously by temperature tuning a periodically poled
potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal [119]. We adopt the latter,
and demonstrate the effect of phase-matching in our bulk crystal to both the
OAM and angular position correlations.
Our entangled photons are generated from a 5-mm long beta-barium bo-
rate (BBO) crystal cut for type-I collinear SPDC pumped by a collimated
355 nm pump beam (fig. 2.8). The pump beam is blocked by a longpass filter
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Figure 2.8: We measure in the OAM or angular position basis by program-
ming either a forked diffraction hologram or an angular four-slit pattern on
the SLMs (top and bottom insets). The SPDC phase-matching is changed
by tilting the BBO crystal about the axis shown (left inset). The CCD cam-
era accessible via the flip-up mirror M allows us to derive a phase-matching
parameter according to (2.10). [3]
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(IF1) after passing through the crystal. The crystal is mounted on a rotation
stage which allows us to change the orientation of the crystal, consequently
changing the phase matching from collinear to near-collinear. The signal and
idler fields are incident on the same beam splitter and imaged by lenses L1
(f=200 mm) and L2 (f=400 mm) to separate spatial light modulators (SLMs).
A flip-up mirror (M) is used to direct the light to a CCD camera positioned
at the focal plane of L1 to allow us to capture the far-field intensity of the
down-converted fields (fig. 2.3), we fit these intensity patterns with (2.10).
The SLMs are imaged by lenses L3 (f=600 mm) and L4 (f=3.2 mm) onto
the facets of single-mode fibres coupled to avalanche photodiodes (APD) for
single photon detection. Bandpass filters (IF2) of width 2 nm and centred
at 710 nm placed in front of the fibres ensure that we measure signal and
idler photons near degeneracy. The outputs of the APDs are connected to a
coincidence circuit (with a timing window of 10 ns) and the coincidence rate
is recorded as a function of the measurement states specified in the SLM.
We measure both OAM and angle correlations for two different phase-
matching conditions. To measure OAM we use the mode-projectors we have
discussed in section 1.2.2. We encode forked diffraction gratings of topological
charge `s on one SLM and `i on the other. These holograms transform any
incoming field. However, only the the modes satisfying the selection rule
(2.6) are transformed to the fundamental mode, which is the only mode that
can be coupled to the fibres [65]. Since we are working in the collinear to
near-collinear regime, OAM is conserved in our SPDC and we expect the
OAM of the signal and idler photon to be anti-correlated. Since our pump
carries no OAM, m = 0 in (2.6) and the coincidence count is high only when
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`s = −`i [126]. Ideally, to measure correlations in angular position, we encode
angular slits of width δφ centred at angle φ in both SLMs and rotate one with
respect to the other, expecting high coincidence counts when the two slits are
aligned [5]. Because angle and OAM are Fourier-related [117], a wide spiral
bandwidth means a correspondingly narrow angular correlation which should
be measured with a narrow angular slit. This presents a limitation in practice
because a narrow angular slit means less counts which are difficult to discern
against the background. We solve this problem by using not one, but four
narrow slits (7◦ wide, almost twice as narrow as what was used previously
[5]) thereby enabling us to still measure tight angular correlations without
sacrificing counts. With one four-slit pattern oriented at φs and another
oriented at φi, we measure the coincidences as a function of ∆φ = φs − φi.
As a result of having four slits, our angular position coincidence curves has
more than one maximum (figs. 2.9 c , f insets) from which the width of the
angular correlation can be derived.
OAM and angular position measurements for two different phase-matching
conditions are shown in fig. 2.9. We have judiciously subtracted the acci-
dental counts, A = S × I ×∆t, where S and I are the single channel counts
of the signal and idler arms respectively and ∆t = 10 ns is our coincidence
timing window. We define the measurement spiral bandwidth, ∆`, as the
full width at half-maximum of the measured spiral spectrum. We use a
Lorentzian function to fit our measured spiral spectrum, with C and ∆` as
fitting parameters,
P (`) =
C
(
1
2
∆`
)
`2 +
(
1
2
∆`
)2 . (2.21)
For collinear phase-matching (fig. 2.9.a), α = 0 in (2.10), we find ∆` ≈
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10 (fig. 2.9.b) and the corresponding half-width of the central peak in the
angular position coincidence curve is 12◦ (fig. 2.9.c). With the addition
of an on-axis phase mismatch, α = −2.2 in (2.10), the opening angle of
the spot is slightly increased (to ≈ 1.1◦, from propagation axis to the first
minimum, compared to 0.9◦ for α = 0). There is a central dip in the intensity
distribution (fig. 2.13.d), we find ∆` ≈ 20 (fig. 2.13.e). The half-width of the
corresponding angular position correlation is narrower, as expected from the
Fourier relationship [117, 127], and is 8◦. The solid black lines in fig. 2.9.b
and e are in accordance to (2.21). Using these fits, we were able to calculate
the expected angular correlation from the Fourier relation, with the added
consideration that our angular masks have a finite slit width (solid line in
fig. 2.9.c and f, derivation is presented in the appendix). Angular position
measurements are very sensitive to alignment, and we attribute the imperfect
fits in fig. 2.9.c and f to this.
The entanglement between the signal and idler photons can be charac-
terised by the information that they“mutually share.” The shared informa-
tion indicates how much quantum correlation is present [123]. We focus on
our OAM measurements and derive the mutual information, H. This can be
calculated from the probabilities,
H = −
∑
`s
p(`s) log2[p(`s)]−
∑
`i
p(`i) log2[p(`i)] +
∑
`s,`i
p(`s, `i) log2[p(`s, `i)],
(2.22)
where p(`s, `i) is the joint probability of measuring `s and `i, p(`s) =
∑
`i
p(`s, `i)
is the probability of measuring `s and p(`i) =
∑
`s
p(`s, `i) is the probability
of measuring `i. For α = 0 the mutual information is 3.17±0.60 bits/photon
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Figure 2.9: (left column) For collinear phase-matching, the far-field inten-
sity profile (blue line) follows (2.10) (solid black line) with α = 0 (a). The
measured spiral spectrum has a half-width ∆` ≈ 10, with D ≈ 9 (b). The
central maximum (renormalised and background-subtracted) of our angular
position correlation measurement when the signal and idler slits have a rel-
ative orientation of ∆φ, has a half-width of ≈ 12◦ (c). The inset shows the
other maxima from the four-slit pattern. (right column) For noncollinear
phase-matching (d), α = −2.2 in (2.10), the measurement spiral bandwidth
is wider, with ∆` ≈ 20, D ≈ 30 (e) and the angular position correlation is
narrower, with a half-width of ≈ 8◦ (f). Blue dots and bars are experiment
results, solid black lines are fits that demonstrate consistency with a Fourier
relation between OAM and angle. [3]
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corresponding to a dimensionality D = 2H ∼ 9. Adjusting the phase match-
ing to α = −2.2 results in a mutual information of 4.94±1.03 bits/photon
corresponding to D ∼ 30, twice the measurement range of our previous re-
sults in [5]. We remark that apart from being detection-limited, we have
also defined our dimensionality stringently by calculating it from the mutual
information. In this way we are sensitive to the level of noise and cross-talk
even for measurements where `s 6= `i, which becomes more apparent with
higher-valued OAM states. As such, we expect our dimensionality to be less
than the Schmidt number for our system (recall K in section 2.4.1). We have
independently measured K for our system via sector phase-plates and find
these greater than our measured D. For α = 0 we obtain K = 35±2, and for
α = −2.2 we obtain K = 49±2 [128]. The values of K can also be estimated
from [95], which gives 35 for α = 0 and 43 for α = −2.2 with our experiment
parameters. We also remark that K, being defined in terms of just proba-
bilities, does not give any hint on the shape of the spiral spectrum. A full
decomposition in terms of OAM modes has been treated elsewhere, albeit not
for the noncollinear case [88, 91]. The OAM spectrum, although not strictly
Lorentzian, is Lorentzian-like in shape, and this has motivated us to use the
Lorentzian fit in (2.21)[88, 55]. Theoretical fits for our results, and hence
estimates for ∆` can only be obtained from a full model of our experiment,
such as one based on the Klyshko back-propagation picture [129].
2.4.3 Optical e´tendue and dimensionality
A simple geometrical argument can explain why the spiral spectrum widens
as we tune the phase-matching. This involves the concept of the optical
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e´tendue, E = AΩ, where A is the near-field beam area and Ω is the solid angle
subtended by the beam in the far-field [121, 130]. In the treatment of noise
in laser amplifiers, the e´tendue normalised with respect to the wavelength
λ, E/λ2, is the number of transverse modes that can be supported, hence
E acts as a measure of the quantum states in a beam [130, 131]. E is more
often invoked in the discussion of light collection, but is equally applicable
in the case of SPDC where light is instead being emitted. Regardless of
the phase-matching, A is the same in our experiment: the SLMs are in the
near-field of a particular plane in the crystal (fig. 2.8) and minute changes
to crystal orientation (typically 1/20 of a degree) do not change the image
on the SLMs. However, changes to the crystal orientation do modify the far-
field opening angle. The far-field opening angle Ω, increases for α = −2.2,
hence the number of transverse (both azimuthal and radial) modes emitted
increases. In setting up an SPDC experiment, this has important practical
implications: one should ensure that the detection e´tendue is greater than the
generation e´tendue to maximise the overlap between the pump and detection
modes. Using the Klyshko picture as a guide (fig. 2.4.b), the overlap is
maximised by keeping all corresponding far-field solid angles and near-field
beam diameters in the signal and idler arms the same. The reason we use
two lenses to image the crystal onto the SLMs, instead of one, is to match the
far-field angles in both arms, thus providing an effective detection system.
2.4.4 Entanglement measures
Measuring the entanglement of D dimensions is not as straightforward as
measuring the entanglement of 2-dimensional systems. We can violate a Bell
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inequality for higher dimensions as implemented in [55], but this is difficult
for D ∼ 30 because the intensity modulation necessary to do this reduces the
count rates considerably. Instead, we employ the entanglement measure,
E =
∑
`s,`i
|p(`s, `i)− p(`s)p(`i)| (2.23)
proposed in [132] which applies for pure states. E is zero for separable
(non-entangled) states. For our results, we calculate values of 0.81 ± 0.01
and 0.81 ± 0.02 for α = 0 and α = −2.2 respectively, indicating that our
two-photon OAM states are non-factorable and therefore entangled. It is
reasonable to expect that E increases for the α = −2.2, more entangled
modes should lead to a higher entanglement measure. However, we do not
get a higher E in this case because of the presence of crosstalk which becomes
more apparent for higher OAM modes.
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Figure 2.10: We encode two-slit patterns (width 18◦, separated by 45◦) in
SLM1 and SLM2 with the corresponding OAM values (`s and `i) shown.
Furthermore, we exploit the Fourier relationship, or complementarity be-
tween OAM and angle [117, 133] to characterise the entanglement in the
angular position basis. When a photon passes through an angular aperture,
angular diffraction results in interference in the OAM distribution of the sig-
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Figure 2.11: We encode two-slit patterns (width 18◦, separated by 45◦) in
SLM1 and SLM2 with the corresponding OAM values shown (a). With
only one slit in each SLM (1 or 2), we verified the strong angular position
correlation. For α = 0, we only get high coincidences when both SLMs have
slits with the same angular position (b). The measured concurrence is 0.96
(c). We show similar angular position correlation for α = −2.2, (d) and
measure a concurrence of 0.90 (e). [3]
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nal (or idler) field. Effectively, restricting the angle of one photon changes
the OAM spectrum of the other photon. The modulation observed depends
on the spiral spectrum [134]. We use the same setup in fig. 2.8, where we
now encode angular two-slit patterns on the SLMs (slits 1 and 2. fig. 2.10).
We measure the resulting OAM interference when SLM 1 (idler) is set to
measure `i = 0 and the value of `s on SLM 2 is scanned from −`max to `max
(`max = 20 in our case). We do this so that we can measure the concur-
rence, which is another entanglement measure ranging from 0 to 1, with 1
corresponding to the maximally entangled case. It has been shown that the
visibility of the resulting interference pattern when we do the measurements
in fig. 2.10 is the same as the concurrence of the two-qubit density matrix
written in the angular position basis [134, 135].
We first verify strong angular position correlation in fig. 2.11.a and b,
where we have measured the coincidences when only one slit has been encoded
on each SLM for both phase-matching conditions. As expected, because the
SLMs are in an image plane of the crystal, we only get appreciable coin-
cidences when the same slit positions are encoded for both SLMs. Ideally
the diagonals should be 0.5, but due to imperfect alignment we get small
probabilities off the diagonal. Having established strong angular position
correlation, we encode the holograms in fig. 2.10. The interference of these
two-slit patterns leads to a modulation in the coincidences which can be mea-
sured in the OAM basis. Fig. 2.11.c and d show the coincidences for α = 0
(a inset) and α = −2.2 (b inset). The measured concurrence is 0.96±0.07 for
α = 0 and 0.90± 0.12 for α = −2.2, demonstrating that we indeed have en-
tangled angular qubit states for both phase-matching conditions. We remark
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that the decrease in the concurrence value is not expected considering that
the latter case corresponds to a greater number of OAM modes. This may be
due to imperfect alignment, as measurements in the angular position basis
are more sensitive to this. We also emphasise that the measurements made
in fig. 2.11.a and 2.11.b (strong angular position correlation) and fig. 2.11.c
and 2.11.d (interference in the OAM basis) can be produced simultaneously
only by OAM-angular position entangled sources. The good entanglement
measures in both OAM and angular position bases for both phase-matching
conditions, α = 0 and α = −2.2 where D ∼ 9 and D ∼ 30 respectively, indi-
cate genuine two-photon D-dimensional entanglement, where D is tuneable.
2.5 SPDC with a phase-flipped Gaussian mode
as pump
Exploring the higher dimensions afforded by OAM generally means the de-
sign of holograms that measure superpositions of different OAM states [11,
109, 136, 137]. But since SPDC is very much dependent on the pump beam
[86, 88], one can also explore the high-dimensional OAM state space by en-
gineering the pump. Shaping the pump with more complex modes has been
proposed to prepare high-dimensional entangled OAM states, although this
has not been implemented experimentally [125, 138]. In this section, we
describe a step in that direction. We employ a non-fundamental Gaussian
pump beam for SPDC and analyse how the OAM and angle correlations
change as a result.
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2.5.1 Pump shape and SPDC
In SPDC, a pump beam is usually approximated as a plane wave incident on
a nonlinear crystal, which results in the emission of two correlated photons in
definite directions. The bulk of the studies on entangled photons produced
by SPDC has concentrated on manipulating these two outgoing photons by
letting them pass through polarisers, slits, holograms, and other optical com-
ponents, to observe various desired quantum effects [6, 52, 65, 8, 7, 139].
Manipulating the pump field is also an interesting enterprise, as the fields
generated in SPDC are strongly related to the pump field; this has been
investigated theoretically and experimentally [65, 86, 88]. Phase matching
allows the amplitude and phase structure of the pump to be transferred to
the two-photon field, and fourth-order images related to the aperture in front
of the pump can be formed by the down-converted beams [86]. Focusing the
pump before the crystal leads to two-photon geometric optics effects wherein
the crystal acts like a spherical mirror in the formation of the fourth-order
images [106].
More relevant to us, the shape of the pump is of consequence to correla-
tions in the OAM and angular position of the signal and idler fields. We have
already noted that the transfer of the plane-wave spectrum of the pump to
the two-photon field leads to conservation of OAM in SPDC [80, 126, 140].
Experiments where the crystal is pumped with a beam of nonzero OAM
follow conservation of OAM [65, 80].
It is possible to generate arbitrary two-photon OAM states. It has been
predicted that a maximally entangled state consisting of only four modes (in
contrast to the infinite OAM spectrum of (2.8)) can be obtained by pumping
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the crystal with a suitable superposition of OAM modes which result in a
number of phase singularities [125]. However, this entails the modulation
of both the phase and intensity of the pump, and has yet to be achieved
experimentally. The first step towards the implementation of such schemes
is to have an element which will efficiently convert the fundamental mode of
a pump laser to the desired mode for SPDC.
Several experiments [65, 80] have performed this mode conversion with
cylindrical lenses, holograms or with a cover slip [141, 142]. Simple pump
shapes could be implemented with simple mode converters. For instance,
HG modes can be created by placing one to two wires inside a laser cavity
[143]. We do not have access to the laser cavity of our pump laser, so instead
we use a cover slip that introduces a pi-phase shift to half of the area of the
usual Gaussian output of a laser beam. This introduces a phase-flip to one
half of the beam, hence the name “flipped mode” [144]. Following [144], the
flipped mode uf,0 is the fundamental Gaussian mode with a phase flip at
x = 0. This can be expressed as an infinite sum of odd Hermite-Gauss (HG)
modes u2n+1(x),
uf,0 =
∞∑
n=0
c2n+1u2n+1(x) (2.24)
where
c2n+1 =
(−1)n(2n)!
n!
√
pi22n−1(2n+ 1)!
, (2.25)
giving
√
2/pi ≈ 0.80 as the contribution of the first-order HG10 mode. Since
the LG modes form a convenient basis for OAM-carrying beams, it is in-
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structive to express uf,0 in terms of Laguerre polynomials L
j
k [145, 146],
uf,0 =
∞∑
n=0
n∑
p=0
anp exp
(
−
( r
ω
)2)(√2r
ω
)|2(n−p)+1|
(2.26)
×L2(n−p)+1p
(
2
( r
ω
))
(exp (i(2(n− p) + 1)) + exp (−i(2(n− p) + 1)))
where an,p is
an,p = (−1)n+p
√
8
pi
(2n)!
(2n+ 1)!
(n+ 1/2)!
2p!
2p!
pi(p+ (2(n− p) + 1))!
Hence, only the odd LG modes contribute reflecting the parity of the
mode. A table of the decomposition in terms of the LG`p modes for p=0 is
given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Decomposition in LG basis
` 〈LG`0|uf,0〉
±5 1
8
√
3
10pi
= 0.0386
±3 −1
2
√
1
6pi
= −0.1151
±1
√
1
pi
= 0.5642
0 0
The flipped mode(top inset in fig. 2.12) has been used in SPDC to pro-
duce singlet states [141], to demonstrate multimode Hong-Ou-Mandel in-
terference, and to generalise genuine non-Gaussian entanglement [142, 147].
Since the combination of OAM states |1〉 and |−1〉 make the most significant
contributions to the flipped mode, in contrast to the usual Gaussian pump
which is in the OAM state |0〉 [148], we expect different OAM and angle cor-
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Figure 2.12: The pump is shaped by a cover slip thereby introducing a pi-
phase shift to half of the output Gaussian beam (top inset). The OAM or
angular position of signal and idler photons are measured by programming
the SLM with either a forked diffraction grating or an angular slit respectively
(bottom inset). [4]
relations from that in [5]. Specifically, we expect coincidences when `s + `i
is odd with the strongest correlations occurring when `s + `i = ±1. For the
angular correlations, we can again invoke the Fourier relationship between
OAM and angle, given that we have knowledge of the OAM components of
the entangled photons [117] .
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Figure 2.13: With the pump having largest contributions from |1〉 and | − 1〉
we expect the coincidences to be high when `s+`i = ±1 (a). This is supported
by the OAM correlations we obtain from our experiment (b). The angular
position correlations also reflect the shape of the pump, and in theory can
be obtained via the Fourier relationship between OAM and angular position.
From the OAM correlations in (a), we expect the modulated coincidence in
(c). Coincidence is high along the diagonal when φs = φi, but with minima
corresponding to the position of the phase discontinuity in the pump. Apart
from some background counts, our experiment results support this (d). [4]
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2.5.2 Experiment and Results
Apart from the pump before the BBO crystal and the change of the focal
length of L4 from 3.2 mm to 2.0 mm, the details of our setup for this experi-
ment is the same as that in the previous experiment. We use collinear phase-
matching throughout the experiment, the camera to check phase-matching
is not shown in fig. 2.12 for simplicity. To create a phase-flipped Gaussian
mode, a cover slip is placed on a translation stage positioned such that the
cover slip obstructs half of the UV pump beam. The cover slip is also attached
to a tip-tilt mount to control the phase introduced to the pump. We measure
OAM as before, where each SLM displays a hologram with a fork dislocation
of order `s and `i, corresponding to the OAM states |`s〉 and |`i〉. The pump
beam consist of superpositions of odd-valued OAM states, with |1〉 and |−1〉
making the largest contribution [148]. Hence following the selection rule (2.6)
, we expect high coincidences when the sum of `s and `i is ±1, as shown in
fig. 2.13.a. We expect two diagonals symmetric about the main diagonal,
in contrast to SPDC with a fundamental Gaussian pump wherein there is
only one main diagonal [5]. Fig 2.13.b shows the coincidences, as a function
of `s and `i, that we obtained from the experiment. Apart from a uniform
background (we did not do any background subtraction in our results), and
residual on-axis coincidences (due to the imperfect conversion of the pump
laser output to a flipped mode) there is good qualitative agreement between
fig. 2.13.a and 2.13.b, showing the transfer of the pump OAM spectrum to
the entangled photons.
To measure angular position, we employ angular slits of width ∆θ which
are oriented at positions φs and φi in the signal and idler SLMs respectively
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(fig. 2.13.b). We can obtain the expected angular position correlations shown
in fig. 2.13.b from the Fourier relationship, by performing a Fourier transform
on figure 2.13.a. Because the SLMs are in the image plane of the crystal,
we expect the coincidences to be high for φs = φi. In addition, due to
the shape of the pump, we see a modulation wherein there are coincidence
minima corresponding to the case when the slit is aligned with the phase
discontinuity in the pump. Figure 2.13.d shows the coincidence counts as
a function of the angular positions φs and φi. There is good qualitative
agreement between figure 2.13.c and 2.13.d, apart from an almost uniform
background.
We focused on a simple pump shape, but more complicated modes are
possible with combinations of cover slips (for HG pump modes), specially
fabricated components or programmable spatial light modulators.
2.6 Conclusion
We have examined spontaneous-parametric down-conversion, focusing on the
two important factors that determine the two-photon state: phase-matching
and the spatial properties of the pump.
In the first experiment, we have exploited phase-matching to increase
the dimensionality of our OAM-entangled photons. We have presented a
system where we can generate and detect high-dimensional two-photon en-
tanglement. We have characterised the entanglement in terms of the mutual
information shared by the entangled photon pairs. Minute changes to the
angular orientation of a bulk BBO crystal (≈1/20 of a degree) widens the
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OAM measurement spiral spectrum and narrows the angular position corre-
lation, as a consequence of phase-matching in SPDC. We have designed our
detection system guided by the concept of the optical e´tendue, and we have
achieved as much as 4.94 bits/photon implying 30-dimensional OAM entan-
glement. We can obtain a relatively flat spectrum for a few OAM modes
which could allow future protocols to forego entanglement concentration.
We note that although the OAM value is in a high-dimensional space,
our measurements are still dichotomous. With a forked hologram, we can
only ask whether a photon is of a particular OAM or not. This is in con-
trast to a polarisation beam splitter which sorts the two possible polarisation
states. However, a mode-sorter which separates all of the D orthogonal OAM
states has been recently developed [149]. Coupled with the generation and
detection geometry that we have characterised in this work, this points to the
possibility of new experiments such as detection loophole-free Bell test exper-
iments [150], superdense coding [151, 152] beating the linear optics threshold
and multi-valued quantum walks [153] where a higher-dimensional space is
desirable.
In the second experiment, we have shown the effect of the pump shape
on OAM and angle correlations exhibited by photon pairs from SPDC. We
focused on a particularly simple OAM superposition state, but more com-
plicated pump shapes such as the vortex pancakes suggested in [125] can be
used for tailored entangled states. The correlations that arise result from
the transfer of the OAM spectrum of the pump to the down-converted pho-
ton pairs, as manifested in the OAM correlation matrix. We have shown
a modulation in the angular position correlation which is consistent with
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the Fourier relationship between OAM and angle. The spatial structure of
down-converted light is a rich playground to observe correlations in a vari-
ety of spatial modes, not just OAM. If efficiency is not a priority, spatial
light modulators can be introduced not just in the measurement, but also in
the generation of entangled photons. With the flexibility afforded by spatial
light modulators, different pump modes can be used to prepare the entangled
states. In addition to current developments in sorting OAM states[149] and
OAM gates[154], this will certainly be a step forward to fully exploring a
D-dimensional space for quantum information.
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Chapter 3
Quantum Tests
Quantum mechanics is, undeniably, a successful theory. However,
many issues at its foundation still baﬄe us, one of which is the
transition from probabilistic quantum mechanics to deterministic
classical mechanics. If there is an underlying deterministic theory
(e.g. one involving hidden variables) of which quantum mechan-
ics is an approximation, our common-sense notion of the world
can be restored. Most tests of this kind measure the polarisation
states of light, but here we present a variety of tests measuring
spatial light modes. We first demonstrate the Eisntein-Podolsky-
Rosen paradox using orbital angular momentum and angular po-
sition variables. We then test local hidden variable (LHV) the-
ories as an alternative to quantum mechanics in explaining our
observed correlations. We discount LHVs by (1) showing a vio-
lation of Bell-type inequalities and (2) showing a logically incon-
sistent chain of probabilities akin to the Hardy paradox. We also
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test nonlocal hidden variable (NHV) theories and show that even
these are in conflict with quantum mechanics, via violations of
Leggett-type inequalities. All these tests were made possible by
the versatility afforded by spatial light modulators in measuring
spatial modes.
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3.1 Quantum system and quantum tests
The quantum system that we consider in the experiments described in this
chapter consists of the spatial mode of a photon. More specifically, we con-
sider states of a specific orbital angular momentum (OAM), superpositions
of OAM and the conjugate variable to OAM, angular position. Needless to
say, most physicists believe that quantum mechanics is true. Testing any
alternative theory to quantum mechanics is expected to lead to the same
conclusion–the alternative theory is wrong and quantum mechanics (still)
is the best description of measurement outcomes. This is indeed true, and
moreover, all of the tests that will be discussed here have already been shown
for polarisation (or some other degree of freedom). However, when we exam-
ine the history of optical implementations of quantum information, OAM and
angular position (angle) are relative newcomers. For example, polarisation
entanglement has been demonstrated in the 1970s-80s [6, 52, 73] and OAM
entanglement only in 2001 [65]. Not surprisingly, OAM has yet to achieve
the ubiquitousness of other degrees of freedom (e.g. polarisation, time-bin,
energy, etc.). But if OAM does become more pervasive in the future, it will
be assuring to know that quantum tests done (in two-dimensional subspaces
embedded) in the high-dimensional state space of photon OAM lead to the
same conclusion as those done with other photonic properties. With that in
mind, we can proceed with the “superfluousness”.
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3.1.1 Classical and Quantum Correlations
We use the word “correlation” in this chapter often and in the broadest sense.
Inevitably, our notion of correlation involves the results of measurements that
we make on separated subsystems (e.g. the signal and idler photon of our
down-converted photon pair). Given the outcome of the measurement on
one photon, we know the outcome of the measurement on the other photon.
Although “correlated” and “entangled” are sometimes used interchangeably,
correlations are not exclusively quantum. Take for instance a box containing
two balls, one black and one white. There are two experimenters, Alice and
Bob. Alice opens the box, takes one ball (but does not show it to Bob),
closes the box and hands the box to Bob. Bob then takes the box, opens
it, and sees that the ball remaining is white. Right away, Bob knows that
the ball with Alice is black. Bob having a white ball is correlated with Alice
having a black ball, but there is nothing quantum in that.
So when are correlations quantum? We can answer this question more
mathematically in terms of probability and entropic measures (as we have
done in the previous chapter). An alternative, which may be more “physi-
cal” is to construct a reasonable theory X (maybe within/outwith a classical
framework) and test if this theory accounts for the observed correlations. If X
accounts for the correlations, then the correlation is not necessarily quantum.
Otherwise, if quantum mechanics gives the best description of the observed
correlations, then we say that the correlation is quantum, at least until we
find a better description.
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Note: The general experiment schematic has been presented in the previ-
ous chapter and details of the common parts of the setup (the SLMs, pump
laser, detectors, coincidence circuit) will no longer be mentioned here. The
experimental setup will be sketched for each of the following sections, with the
details being given in the figure captions rather than the main body. The EPR
and Bell experiments are not solely my work, and were done nearer the be-
ginning of my PhD together with J. Leach and B. Jack. I have included them
here to make a more complete story. The ideas for the Hardy experiment
were developed with L. Chen and implemented by me.
3.2 Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox
with OAM and angle
In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) showed an apparent paradox
between local realistic theories and quantum mechanics. Locality implies
that measurements made on a subsystem which is spatially separated from
another subsystem can not influence the results of the measurement on the
other subsystem. EPR also define “elements of physical reality”– if the value
of a physical quantity can be predicted with certainty without disturbing the
system, then this physical quantity has a corresponding element of physical
reality. They then formulated a thought experiment (fig. 3.1.a) on two
particles (labelled 1 and 2) that have “interacted in the past”. The state
of the composite system in the position basis can be written as Ψ(x1, x2) =
δ(x1 − x2 − L), where x1 and x2 refer to the the position of particle 1 and
2 respectively, and L is some large distance such that there is no interaction
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Figure 3.1: The original EPR paradox is expressed in terms of position and
momentum (a). The EPR paradox we present here is expressed in terms of
angular position and OAM (b).
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between the two particles. We can also write the state of the composite
system in the momentum basis as Ψ(p1, p2) = δ(p1 + p2). Note that in these
descriptions we do not know individually the position or the momentum of
either particle, but we know their relative position and their total momentum.
If we set to measure x1, we will be able to predict with certainty x2 (because
we know the relative position), without disturbing particle 2. Hence, x2
corresponds to an element of reality. On the other hand, if we set to measure
p1, we will be able to predict with certainty p2 (because we know the total
momentum), again without disturbing particle 2. Hence, p2 also corresponds
to an element of reality. However, quantum mechanics does not allow the
simultaneous knowledge of position (x2) and momentum (p2) with absolute
certainty. As Einstein notes [155], this paradox forces us to give up either
of two statements: (1) quantum mechanics is complete or (2) the real states
of spatially separated objects are independent of each other. To Einstein,
the second statement (locality) was indisputable, hence he leaves open the
question of whether quantum mechanics can be complete.
The first EPR paradox demonstration with continuous variables (quadra-
tures) was done in 1992 by Ou et al. [156]. More recently, the EPR paradox
has been demonstrated for position and linear momentum by Howell et al.
[33], where they have measured position correlations and momentum correla-
tions on the separated photons. Given a precise measurement of the position
of the signal photon, they can predict the position of the idler photon with
an uncertainty ∆xi. Given a precise measurement of the momentum of the
signal photon, they can predict the momentum of the idler photon with an
uncertainty ∆pi. To show the paradox, (∆xi)
2(∆pi)
2 ≤ ~2/4.
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Figure 3.2: We have SPDC from a 3-mm BBO crystal as source of our
entangled photons. The crystal is imaged by L1 (f=300 mm) onto separate
SLMs, where we encode either a forked diffraction grating or an angular
transmission mask (with transmission tailing off towards the edges). The
SLMs are again imaged by L3(f=600 mm) and L4(f=1.6 mm) onto the facet
of single-mode fibres through 2 nm wide interference filters centred at 710
nm (a). The plots for conditional probability (b-c) show that we can infer
the OAM value of the idler photon(`i), given the OAM value of the signal
photon (`s) and that we can infer the angular position of the idler photon
(φi) given the angular position of the signal photon (φs). [5]
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We have implemented an experiment conceptually similar to the original
EPR paradox, apart from the fact that we are measuring angular position
and OAM (fig. 3.1.b). As with the experiments of Zeilinger and co-workers,
measuring OAM can be achieved with a forked diffraction grating. Measuring
the angular position can be achieved with an angular slit (fig. 3.2.a). Both of
these optical elements can be implemented using SLMs. Measuring the OAM
of the signal photon allows us to predict the OAM of the other (which will
have the opposite value) with an uncertainty ∆`i. Similarly, measuring the
angular position of the signal photon gives the angular position of the other
(which will have the same value) with an uncertainty ∆φi (fig. 3.2.c-d). The
ability to show strong correlation in either of the two Fourier-related basis
sets is completely analogous to the original formulation of the paradox and
is a demonstration of the EPR paradox for angles and OAM [5]. We used
the EPR-Reid criterion which shows the paradox for (∆`i)
2(∆φi)
2 ≤ 1/4
[157]. The variance product that we obtain, (∆`i)
2(∆φi)
2 = 0.024 ± 0.004,
is an order of magnitude lower than the EPR criterion. Although OAM is
discrete (unlike linear momentum which is continuous ) and angle is periodic,
the EPR paradox nevertheless applies to these variables. Again, this implies
that we either give up the completeness of quantum mechanics or locality.
3.3 Local hidden variable theory
It transpires that EPR states can indeed be demonstrated in the laboratory.
Locality is such an obvious and reasonable concept that it is difficult to
let it go. This has been a motivation for attempts to “complete” quantum
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mechanics, and alternative theories abound. Local hidden variable theory is
one such attempt, and this can be tested with the Bell inequality.
3.3.1 Local hidden variables and Bell inequality
Bohm reformulated the EPR paradox in terms of spin systems. We will
consider an optical analogue to Bohm’s formulation in terms of polarisation
[6, 52]. Let us consider a specific entangled state,
|Ψs,i〉 = 1√
2
|H〉|AH〉B + |V 〉A|V 〉B (3.1)
where H and V denote horizontal and vertical polarisations respectively, and
the subscripts {A,B} denote the states of the signal and idler photons (or
Alice’s and Bob’s photon as will be introduced shortly). Each photon is
sent to its own measuring station, which consists of a polariser of orientation
a (b). Each polariser is followed by detectors giving dichotomic results, +
or − corresponding to polarisation parallel or perpendicular to a (b). The
probabilities of getting + or − (P±(x)) for individual measurements are:
P+(a) = P−(a) = 1/2 and also P+(b) = P−(b) = 1/2, that is, individual
polarisation measurements are random. Quantum mechanics also predicts
the joint probabilities depending on the relative orientation of the polarisers
∆θ = a− b,
P++(∆θ) = P−−(∆θ) =
1
2
cos2(∆θ) (3.2)
P+−(∆θ) = P−+(∆θ) =
1
2
sin2(∆θ). (3.3)
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If ∆θ = 0, then P++ = P−− = 1/2, while P+− = P−+ = 0. This means
that, although individual measurements are random, if the result in the sig-
nal photon is +, the result in the idler photon is + with certainty (similarly
for −). It is easy to attribute a classical picture to this; the spin angular
momentum at the start has a definite sum (0), and this has to be conserved
regardless of how far the photons are from each other. The polarisations
should then always be parallel, and half of the results will be ++ and the
other half will be −−. We can then invoke “supplementary parameters” that
will determine whether the pair of measurements will generate ++ or −−.
These supplementary parameters are not contained in the quantum mechan-
ical description of (3.1), hence the name “hidden variables” (HVs). HVs
differ from one pair to another. One can imagine HVs as the photons having
a “prior agreement” that determines the outcome of future measurements.
Theories involving local hidden variables are not unreasonable. Quantum
mechanics could really be incomplete in that it could be just an approxi-
mation of an underlying deterministic theory. Local HV theories maintain
that spatially separated measurements have no influence on each other, and
that measurements can be predicted with certainty (hence real) given the
knowledge of the HVs. In 1964, Bell came up with a theorem which involves
an inequality that puts a limit to the correlations that can be achieved by
any local HV theory. This made local HV theories testable, as proven later
on by experiments.
We will now outline Bell’s theorem [66, 67, 68] as proposed by Clauser,
Horne, Shimony and Holt (CSHS) in 1969 [158]. The HVs are denoted by λ,
and consequently the results of measurements, A(B), will be a function of λ
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and the orientations of the polarisers a and a’ (b and b’), note that these
orientations are different from horizontal and vertical. We have A(λ, a) = ±1
and B(λ,b) = ±1. We then consider,
s = A(λ, a)B(λ,b)− A(λ, a)B(λ,b′) + A(λ, a′)B(λ,b) + A(λ, a′)B(λ,b′)
= A(λ, a) [B(λ,b)−B(λ,b′)] + A(λ, a′) [B(λ,b) +B(λ,b′)] . (3.4)
Because A and B can only be ±1, from (3.4), s = ±2. Assuming there is
a probability distribution of HVs, ρ(λ), the average of s will be between −2
and +2, that is
−2 ≤
∫
dλρ(λ)s(λ, a, a′,b,b′) ≤ 2. (3.5)
We now define a correlation function E,
E(a,b) =
∫
dλρ(λ)A(λ, a)B(λ,b) (3.6)
such that we can write (3.4) in terms of (3.6), and (3.5) becomes,
−2 ≤ E(a,b)− E(a,b′) + E(a′,b) + E(a′,b′) ≤ 2, (3.7)
In the literature, the Bell parameter is denoted by S and is defined as S =
E(a,b) − E(a,b′) + E(a′,b) + E(a′,b′), hence the usual form of the Bell
inequality |S| ≥ 2. Quantum mechanics predicts that S could take on values
as high as 2
√
2.
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Figure 3.3: The seminal experiment of Aspect et al. measured the polar-
isation of photons coming from an atomic cascade [6]. The beamsplitters
are polarising beamsplitters, hence all of the possible outcomes are measured
simultaneously by the four detectors.
3.3.2 Bell experiment with polarisation
With Bell’s theorem, one can test whether local HV theories can account for
observed correlations, or not. All that is needed is a source of EPR states,
and coincidence rates C±± from measurements on both subsystems. In 1982,
this experiment was done on photons coming from a calcium atomic cascade
[6], where the correlation function is defined as
E(a,b) =
C++(a,b)− C+−(a,b)− C−+(a,b) + C−−(a,b)
C++(a,b) + C+−(a,b) + C−+(a,b) + C−−(a,b)
. (3.8)
Fig. 3.3 gives a schematic of the experiment, which consists of a source of the
photons, rotatable polarisers and a coincidence counting circuit. The results
of this experiment show the coincidence varying sinusoidally as a function of
the orientation between the two polarisers (∆θ), as predicted by quantum
mechanics (3.3). The value of S was 2.697 [6], demonstrating that local HV
theories do not suffice to describe the observed correlations.
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Note:In tests of this kind, one is always tempted to conclude that quantum
mechanics is correct. However, we should note that the objective of Bell’s
theorem is to prove whether local HV theories are correct or not. No quantum
mechanics was invoked in deriving Bell’s theorem. The proper conclusion
whenever the Bell inequality is violated is that local HV theories are wrong,
not that quantum mechanics is correct (although it still is our best description
of the observed correlations).
3.3.3 Analogy between polarisation and OAM
The polarisation of light has played an important historical role in the ex-
perimental investigation of quantum entanglement. The early experiments
on Bell’s inequality were performed by measuring polarisation of photons
coming from an atomic cascade and later on from spontaneous parametric
down-conversion (SPDC) [6, 52, 73, 77, 159]. If we are to perform a Bell
experiment by measuring OAM, it is natural to seek an analogy between
polarisation and OAM. The polarisation of the two photons from an atomic
cascade, when examined individually, is random. However for any given
pair, the polarisations are highly correlated (i.e. always opposite). The same
is true for OAM. Individually, the photons can have any OAM value, but
because OAM is conserved, any given pair will have opposite OAM values
[80].
The mathematical analogy between polarisation and OAM states was al-
ready recognised in the studies using cylindrical lenses as mode converters
in the early 1990s [39, 48]. These mode converters transformed Hermite-
Gaussian modes into Laguerre-Gaussian modes and are the equivalent op-
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Figure 3.4: Polarisation states can be described in terms of a Poincare´ sphere
where the North and South poles correspond to the left- and right- circular
polarisations. (a) The superpositions of left- and right- circular polarisations
are the linear polarisation states which lie on the equator. (b) An analogous
sphere can be defined for OAM, with the poles being | ± `〉. The states on
the equator are 2|`| petal patterns with 2|`| sectors of alternating 0 and pi
phase. The angles θ and φ define any state (red star) on the OAM Bloch
sphere.
tical components to waveplates for polarisation states. This analogy was
exploited by Padgett and Courtial [148, 160] in 1999, who proposed a rep-
resentation of the OAM states on a Bloch sphere equivalent to the Poincare´
sphere. The Poincare´ sphere represents the complex superposition of two or-
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thogonal polarisation states. Right- and left-circular polarisation states are
located at the ‘North’ and ‘South’ poles of the Poincare´ sphere, respectively.
Linear polarisation states are situated around the ‘equator’, where the longi-
tude specifies their orientation, which in turn depends on the relative phase
between the right- and left-circular polarisation components. The elliptical
polarisations correspond to the intermediate ‘latitudes’, with the ‘longitude’
denoting the orientation of the major axis (fig. 3.4).
While polarisation is a two state system, completely described by a Poincare´
sphere, OAM is not. However, it is possible to choose any two orthogonal
OAM modes and place them in the North and South poles of an OAM Bloch
sphere (fig. 3.4). For example, in the case where the North and South poles
represent Laguerre-Gaussian modes with p = 0 (LG`0) and ` = 1 and ` = −1
respectively, we find the Hermite-Gaussian (HG) modes (of order 1). The
HG modes represent the coherent equal-amplitude superpositions of |` = 1〉
and |` = −1〉 and they are located at the equator. The orientation of the
phase discontinuity of the HG mode depends on the relative phase of |` = 1〉
and |` = −1〉, and is specified by the ‘longitude’ on the sphere. Analogously,
intermediate latitudes correspond to more complicated spatial modes, similar
to the elliptical polarisations. In general, for OAM Bloch spheres with OAM
states | ± `〉 at the poles, the equatorial states have intensity cross-sections
consisting of a ring of 2|`| petals of different orientations depending on the
relative phase of the | ± `〉 components. Any vector on the sphere can be
described by,
|v〉 = cos
(
θ
2
)
|`〉+ eiϕ sin
(
θ
2
)
| − `〉 (3.9)
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where the angles θ and ϕ are the usual inclination and azimuth angles re-
spectively, defined such that 0 ≤ θ < pi and 0 ≤ ϕ < 2pi. It is possible to
construct OAM Bloch spheres for more complicated mode structures, as long
as they occupy only two dimensions, as we shall see in the next chapter.
3.3.4 Bell experiment with OAM
Equipped with the analogy between polarisation and OAM, it is straight-
forward to repeat Bell-type experiments for OAM and OAM superpositions.
The first experiments testing a Bell-type inequality using photon polarisation
entailed measuring the polarisation of each photon of the pair with polaris-
ers at different relative orientations and measuring the coincidence rates that
result [6, 52, 73]. When measuring linear polarisation, changing the relative
orientation ∆θ is equivalent to traversing the equator of the Poincare´ sphere.
The coincidence rate is sinusoidally dependent on the difference ∆θ = θA−θB
(or the sum θA + θB depending on the Bell state used). Therefore, to show
a similar violation in an OAM subspace, one needs only to choose an OAM
Bloch sphere, and measure states corresponding to its equator. In fig. 3.4.b
we have shown the case with |1〉 and | − 1〉 at the poles, and one could think
of the linear polarisations in a similar manner to the orientation of the phase
discontinuity.
We measure the OAM of the photon pair along the equator of the equiva-
lent OAM Bloch sphere (fig. 3.4), with holograms (rather than polarisers) of
different relative orientations, and analyse the coincidence rates that result
(fig. 3.5). We have done this for different two-dimensional OAM subspaces
of | ± `〉. The correlation function E(θA, θB) (3.6) as a function of the ori-
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Figure 3.5: The photons come from noncollinear, type 1 SPDC in a 3-mm
long BBO crystal. Pinholes are used to select two diametrically opposite
sections of the down-converted light, which has an opening cone of 8◦. These
are each imaged onto separate SLMs (L1=300 mm), where we program the
holograms to measure “sector states” (referring to the 2|`| sectors in the
resulting superposition of |`〉 and | − `〉). We show the hologram for ` = 2.
The SLMs are imaged through interference filters (IF, centred at 710 nm
with a width of 10 nm), onto single-mode fibres (L2=600 mm, L3=1.6 mm)
and fed into a coincidence circuit with a coincidence window of 25 ns.
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Figure 3.6: As expected, the coincidence as a function of the orientation
of hologram B (θB) for different fixed orientations of hologram A (θA) is
sinusoidal. From here we calculate S to be 2.69 ± 0.02. Results shown are
for superpositions of ` = ±2. [7]
entations of the holograms, for a subspace with the North and South poles
corresponding to |2〉 and | − 2〉 is shown in fig. 3.6. From this set of curves
we have calculated S to be 2.69 ±0.02, a violation of 35 standard deviations.
We have also shown a violation of Bell inequalities up to subspaces where
` = ±24 [7].
Because SLMs are easily programmable, we need not restrict ourselves to
measurements along the equator. It is possible to also measure the analogous
states to elliptical polarisation by modulating not just the phase but also
the intensity structure of the measured modes (the hologram design with
intensity modulation has been discussed in section 2.2). We can access states
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Figure 3.7: Because an SLM can provide both phase and amplitude modula-
tion, measurements on the OAM Bloch sphere need not be restricted to the
equatorial plane. We can make measurements on any arbitrary great circle
of the sphere. The hologram on SLM1 is fixed so as to measure any of the
four states represented by the black dots while the hologram on SLM2 mea-
sures states along the skewed plane, the angles θb and φb refer to polar and
azimuthal angles respectively. The coincidences are sinusoidal as expected,
and we calculate S to be 2.59± 0.05. [8]
that lie in an arbitrary great circle of the Bloch sphere, as shown in fig. 3.7.
We show results for a subspace of | ± 2〉, the coincidence curves are still
sinusoidal as expected and we have calculated S from these to be 2.59 ±0.05
[8].
Note that in our Bell experiments, we did not have the four-channel
detection of the original polarisation experiment, [6, 52]. Polarisation is a
two-state system, and all possibilities (H and V) can be measured with a
polarising beam splitter, the output of which is interpreted as +,−. In
contrast, OAM is not a two-state system and a device which can conveniently
measure all the possible outcomes has only recently been developed [149, 161].
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Figure 3.8: A source emits pairs of photons, and each photon is measured by
polarisers which are oriented randomly, either along θA0(θB0) or θA1(θB1).
In effect, the holograms that we display on the SLM can only ascertain
whether a photon is of a particular spatial mode. Hence, we have to change
the correlation function in 3.8 slightly to,
E(θa, θb) =
C(θa, θb)− C(θa, θb + pi2`)− C(θa + pi2` , θb + C(θa + pi2` , θb + pi2`)
C(θa, θb) + C(θa, θb +
pi
2`
) + C(θa +
pi
2`
, θb + C(θa +
pi
2`
, θb +
pi
2`
)
,
(3.10)
where we note that the orientation of the hologram which is orthogonal (i.e.
will give no coincidences) to θ is θ + pi
2`
.
3.3.5 Best version of Bell’s theorem
Thirty years after Bell put forth his theorem to falsify local hidden variable
theories, Hardy formulated a paradox challenging the idea of locality and
hidden variables. The Hardy paradox is, in a way, more obvious and does
not resort to any inequality [69]. Mermin calls the Hardy paradox the “best
version of Bell’s theorem [162, 163]. We outline the original Hardy paradox
as presented by Carlson using photon polarisation [164] .
We consider two photons, which go in different directions, towards sepa-
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rate measurement apparatus (fig. 3.8) consisting of a polariser and detector
(assumed with 100% efficiency). In each run of the experiment, the detectors
receive a photon from the source (which is not connected to either measur-
ing apparatus). Before the photons arrive at the polarisers, but after they
are released from the source so as to discount any more “prior agreement”
and any correlation can be attributed to the source, Alice and Bob choose
the orientation of their respective polarisers. Alice randomly orients her po-
larisers to θA0 or θA1 (a click on the detector then denotes that the photon
was polarised along θA0 or θA1, respectively). Bob performs similar measure-
ments and randomly orients his polarisers to θB0 or θB1 (fig. 3.8). They then
compare the joint probability, P (θAi, θBj), that Alice measures a photon with
polarisation θAi and Bob measures a photon with polarisation θBj, and the
conditional probability P (θBj|θAi), that Bob measures a photon with polar-
isation θBj given that Alice measured a photon with polarisation θAi. For
suitable polarisation angles θA0, θA1, θB0, θB1, they observe that:
(a) P (θA1, θB1) = 0.09, that is if Alice measures with θA1 and Bob with θB1,
they will both detect photons 9% of time (the fraction 9% will become
clear later).
(b) P (θB0|θA1) = 1, that is if Alice detects a photon with polarisation θA1,
Bob will detect a photon with polarisation θB0.
(c) P (θA0|θB1) = 1, that is if Bob detects a photon with polarisation θB1,
Alice will detect a photon with polarisation θA0.
We will now use (a) to (c) to infer what will happen if Alice and Bob
choose to orient their polariser to θA0 and θB0, respectively. Suppose that
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Alice sets to measure a photon polarised along θA1 and Bob sets to measure
a photon polarised along θB1 (a). At the last moment, Bob decides he will
measure along θB0 instead, what can we expect? Since Alice’s polariser is
oriented along θA1 and (b) is true, we expect Bob to measure a photon with
polarisation θB0. If instead, Alice is the one that changes her mind and
decides to measure along θA0 instead, what can we expect? Since Bob’s
polariser is oriented along θB1 and (c) is true, we expect Alice to measure a
photon with polarisation θA0. If both Alice and Bob change their mind, and
measure along θA0 and θB0, what can we expect? This is just a combination of
the two previous situations, and it is natural to conclude that Alice measures
a photon with polarisation θA0 and Bob measures a photon with polarisation
θB0. Hence, with the reasonable assumption that the polarisations of the
photons are independent of the detector settings and that the photons have
a defined polarisation, P (θA0, θB0) > 0. The paradox is that, when this
experiment is done on the photon pairs, they find that,
(d) P (θA0, θB0) = 0, that is Alice and Bob never find photons which have
polarisations θA0 and θB0.
This result clearly contradicts our theoretical expectation which came from
a logical reasoning based on (a) to (c). It is imperative to question the as-
sumptions that led us to our prediction. We assumed that Alice’s and Bob’s
measurements are independent and have no influence on each other–the lo-
cality assumption. We also assumed that it is sensible to talk of photon
polarisation“while the photon is in flight”, essentially, that the polarisation
of the photons were determined at the source. These assumptions are rea-
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sonable in a classical world, but the fact that (d) is true hints that at least
one of these assumptions is false.
The strength of the Hardy paradox is that it is so simple and concise
[162, 163]. It does not involve any inequality and we just need to show the
apparently paradoxical observations in (a) to (d). Note that in the Hardy
paradox, we can not predict with certainty every outcome of a remote mea-
surement (for example, if Alice and Bob set their polarisers along θA1 and θB1,
and Alice detects a photon on her side, she can only predict that Bob detects
a photon polarised along θB1 correctly 9% of the time). In this sense, not
all photon pairs require a “prior agreement” (only pairs that are correlated),
and so the Hardy paradox does not invoke EPR’s “elements of reality”. The
states that satisfy the Hardy paradox are less correlated than those that
demonstrate the EPR paradox. However despite the absence of some “prior
agreements” on some of the photons (not very many, [163]), the correlations
that continue to be perfect are sufficient to guarantee the absence of photons
with polarisations θA0 and θB0.
This demonstration is not limited to polarisation, so we can generalise to
any two dichotomic observables, A and B. Alice measures in either of two
bases A0 or A1, Bob measures in either B0 or B1. P (Ai, Bj) is defined as the
joint probability of obtaining Ai = 1 and Bj = 1, while P (A¯i, Bj) is that of
Ai = −1 and Bj = 1. Assuming local hidden-variable theory is true, if the
three conditions: (I) P (A0, B0) = 0, (II) P (A¯0, B1) = 0 and (III) P (A1, B¯0) =
0 hold, we can conclude that (IV) P (A1, B1) = 0. However, for specific
measurements, quantum mechanics allows for the case where P (A1, B1) > 0.
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Figure 3.9: If there is a nonzero probability of obtaining the result A2 = 1
and B2 = 1, local realism together with the relations (3.12) and (3.13) implies
that there is also a nonzero probability of obtaining the result A0 = 1 and
B0 = 1, however experiments contradict this.
3.3.6 Ladder version of the Hardy paradox
The fraction of photons which can demonstrate a conflict with local realism
in the original Hardy paradox (the Hardy fraction) is just 0.09. Hardy and
co-workers [165] suggested that this can be increased by employing a ‘ladder’
of probabilities. They demonstrated this using polarisation entangled pho-
tons. Alice and Bob measure K + 1 dichotomic observables, {Ak} and {Bk}
respectively, where k = 0, 1, · · ·K. The original Hardy paradox is when K=1.
In order to demonstrate the ladder version of the Hardy paradox, we need to
choose {Ak} and {Bk} such that the following chain of probabilities is true.
P (A0, B0) = 0 (3.11)
P (A¯k−1, Bk) = 0, (3.12)
P (Ak, B¯k−1) = 0, (3.13)
P (AK , BK) > 0 (3.14)
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With this, the Hardy fraction, PK = P (AK , BK) can be increased up to 0.5.
We will take the case for K=2 (fig. 3.9). Let us assume Alice and Bob set
their polarisers to A2 and B2 respectively, and both detectors clicked (thus
A2 = 1 and B2 = 1). Assuming local realism, it follows from the result
A2 = 1 and (3.13) that if Bob measured B1 instead, his detector will click
and thus the result B1 = 1. Similarly, from the result that B2 = 1 and
(3.12), it follows that if Alice measured A1 instead, her detector will click
and thus the result A1 = 1. This is now one step down the ladder. We can
then consider the results A1 = 1 and B1 = 1 together with (3.13) and (3.12)
respectively (i.e. suppose Alice and Bob change their minds again!) to arrive
at the results A0 = 1 and B0 = 1. Hence, with local realism as an assumption
and statements (3.12) and (3.13), we are led to conclude that if we observe
the result A2 = 1 and B2 = 1, we should observe the result A0 = 1 and
B0 = 1 at least some of the time. However, the case where P (A0, B0) > 0 is
not observed in experiments.
Before the Hardy experiment with OAM is described, it is important to
mention another major difference between the Hardy paradox and Bell-type
tests. The maximum violation of the Bell inequality occurs when the state
in consideration is maximally entangled. This is not true for demonstrations
of the Hardy paradox. The Hardy paradox can not be shown for maxi-
mally entangled states because the proof relies on a certain lack of symmetry
which is absent in maximally entangled states [69]. This makes a source of
non-maximally entangled photons necessary. To show the Hardy paradox
using photon polarisation, clever arrangements of wave plates and Fresnel
rhomb rotators have been implemented to vary the degree of entanglement,
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while the correlations were inferred from Hong-Ou-Mandel peaks (dips) [165].
Measuring OAM (instead of polarisation) presents an advantage in this case
because, as we have seen in the previous chapter, SPDC naturally results to
non-maximally entangled OAM states.
3.3.7 Ladder version of the Hardy paradox with OAM
Since the pump has zero OAM, the two-photon state in terms of the OAM
basis can be written as,
|Ψ〉SPDC =
∑
`
∑
ps,pi
C`,−`ps,pi |`, ps〉| − `, pi〉, (3.15)
where |C`,−`ps,pi |2 is the probability of finding a signal photon in |`, ps〉 and an
idler photon in | − `, pi〉. We restrict our measurements to the case where
p = 0 and subsequently denote |`, ps,i = 0〉 as |`〉. To implement the Hardy
paradox in OAM, we first need knowledge of the available OAM states. The
different OAM states have different weightings, and these weightings make up
the spiral spectrum [118]. We first build up the spiral spectrum, measuring
|`〉 and | − `〉 by encoding forked diffraction holograms in the SLMs of the
setup shown in fig. 3.10. We model the spiral spectrum as C`,−`0,0 = C` =
ζ |`|, where we find ζ = 0.66 ± 0.02 from an empirical fit (fig.3.12.a). In
reality, ζ is a function of the pump and detection waists, and the phase-
matching conditions [88, 3]. The important thing to note is that given an
SPDC setup, the spiral spectrum can be obtained experimentally and this
can be parametrized in terms of |`| (fig.3.12.a). This gives us a naturally
non-maximally entangled two-photon state, and given the knowledge of the
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Figure 3.10: We have collinear SPDC from a 5-mm BBO crystal as source of
our entangled photons. The crystal is imaged by a telescope (L1=200 mm,
L2=400 mm) onto separate SLMs, where we encode the Hardy measurement
states (sample intensity, phase and holograms are shown on insets). The
SLMs are again imaged by L3(f=600 mm) and L4(f=2.0 mm) onto the facet
of single-mode fibres through 2 nm wide interference filters centred at 710
nm.
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spiral spectrum we can choose different OAM subspaces with varying degrees
of entanglement.
With the knowledge of the spiral spectrum, we choose two OAM states
|m〉A and |n〉A to span the possible states of the signal photon. As a conse-
quence of the conservation of OAM [80], the states of the idler photon will
be spanned by | −m〉B and | − n〉B. The non-maximally entangled state is
naturally post-selected,
|Ψ〉m,n = 1√
1 + ε2
(ε|m〉A| −m〉B + |n〉A| − n〉B) , (3.16)
where ε = Cm/Cn ≈ ζ |m|−|n| denotes the degree of entanglement (ε = 1 for
maximally entangled), depending on the chosen OAM bases. For the ladder
version of Hardy’s paradox, we define the following K+1 OAM measurement
bases, {Ak, A⊥k } and {Bk, B⊥k }, for signal and idler photons, respectively: |Ak〉
|A⊥k 〉
 =
 cos θk i sin θk
i sin θk cos θk
 |+m〉A
|+ n〉A
 , (3.17)
 |Bk〉
|B⊥k 〉
 =
 cos θk i sin θk
i sin θk cos θk
 | −m〉B
| − n〉B
 . (3.18)
By substituting (3.17) to (3.18) into (3.11) to (3.14), we have
tan θk = (−1)k × ζ(2k+1)(|m|−|n|)/2. (3.19)
Subsequently, the Hardy fraction in terms of the degree of entanglement is
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Figure 3.11: The Bloch spheres for our Hardy test: (a) | + 2〉 and |0〉; (b)
| + 1〉 and |0〉. We show the intensity of the modes on the poles and some
representatives on the equator. We also show the holograms required for
Alice’s measurements (Bob’s not shown).
given by
PK = |〈AK |〈BK |Ψ〉m,n|2 = ε
2
1 + ε2
(
1− ε2K
1 + ε2K+1
)2
. (3.20)
This is maximal at 0.09 for K=1 and ε = 0.66, as in the original formulation
of the Hardy paradox. The maximally entangled state corresponds to the
case where ε = 1, giving PK = 0, implying that the Hardy paradox can not
be shown for maximally entangled states.
In contrast to [165, 166], the degree of entanglement in our experiment
is ε = 0.66|m|−|n| and can be easily varied simply by choosing different OAM
bases, |m〉 and |n〉. The required measurements prescribed in (3.17) and
(3.18) consisting of a nontrivial superposition of OAM states can be conve-
niently implemented using SLMs [167].
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Figure 3.12: The weights of the various |`, p = 0〉 states we obtain from our
experiment is shown in (a), the dots correspond to an empirical fit. OAM
entanglement from SPDC is naturally non-maximally entangled. Results for
the cases where K=1 and K=2 are shown in (b) and (c) respectively. Apart
from the probabilities for A1B1 and A2B2, all the rest are low, as expected.
The black dots represent theoretical prediction for PK .
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Without loss of generality, we take two states, |Ψ〉2,0 and |Ψ〉1,0, to demon-
strate the Hardy paradox with K = 1 and K = 2, respectively (fig. 3.11).
The corresponding degrees of entanglement, ε(2, 0) = 0.43 and ε(1, 0) = 0.66,
are known from the measured spiral bandwidth (fig. 3.12.a). Based on (3.17)
and (3.18), we can calculate the states to be measured, and represent them
on the asymmetric Bloch spheres, we show the holograms to measure the
states |Ak〉 and |A⊥k 〉 (fig. 3.11). We illustrate the case of K=1 more closely
for which we choose m = 2 and n = 0. In fig. 3.10, we show the intensity and
phase of the states we want to measure (|A0〉 in SLMA and |B0〉 in SLMB,)
and the holograms we use to detect these which follow from the recipe in
section 2.2.
Our results are shown in fig. 3.12.b and 3.12.c. We obtain P1 = 0.078±
0.004 for |Ψ〉2,0 and P2 = 0.139 ± 0.005 for |Ψ〉1,0, both in close agreement
with theory. These values are slightly less than the theoretical predictions of
0.089 and 0.158 from (3. 10), respectively. The difference can be attributed
to slight misalignment (the nonzero probabilities for the other measurements
show that there is some crosstalk between the modes) and non-uniformity
in the diffraction efficiency of the different holograms used (we have been
stringent in calculating the probabilities and we did not correct for these
differences). All other probabilities are low as anticipated, thereby demon-
strating the Hardy paradox.
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3.4 Nonlocal hidden variable theory
Local hidden variable theory has satisfactorily been discounted by Bell-type
experiments. In addition, the demonstration of the Hardy paradox in the
laboratory has highlighted the nonlocality of quantum mechanics even more.
The next question is whether the apparently nonlocal correlations can be
explained by nonlocal hidden variables.
3.4.1 Leggett inequality and nonlocal hidden variables
In 2003, Leggett developed a theorem analogous to Bell’s theorem, he formu-
lated an inequality which serves as a test for a class of nonlocal HV theories
[70]. Leggett introduced a nonlocal HV theory, trying to explain nonlocal
correlations while maintaining sharply defined individual properties of the
subsystems. The Leggett inequality is relatively new and has not been tested
as extensively as the Bell inequality. However, conclusive experimental vio-
lations have recently been demonstrated using polarisation states of photons,
thereby ruling out this class of nonlocal HV theories [168, 169, 170, 171, 172].
Mathematically, a correlation can be defined by a conditional probability
distribution P (α, β|a,b), where α and β are the outcomes of measurements
a and b made on systems A and B respectively (e.g. a and b could be
the orientation of polarisers). If the outcomes are predetermined by HVs
λ (thus imposing realism), and if in addition these HVs are local (i.e. spa-
tially separated measurements are independent of each other), the conditional
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probability becomes
Pλ(α, β|a,b) = Pλ(α|a)Pλ(β|b). (3.21)
Imposing locality in the HVs sets a limit to the correlations that can be
achieved in experiments, expressed in Bell’s ubiquitous inequality [66, 67, 68].
To date, results of various experiments have been shown to violate the Bell
inequality and its derivatives, such as the CHSH inequality, leaving one to
conclude that realism and locality cannot hold simultaneously [6, 19, 52].
Whether to abandon the notion of realism or locality is a question which has
attracted much speculation [173, 174].
Leggett considered a different HV model in which the condition of locality
is relaxed. He analysed a family of nonlocal HV theories and derived an
inequality which would be satisfied by systems which abide by his model. In
accordance to Leggett’s model, the detection of photons emitted from SPDC
has the following properties: (i) each pair of photons has a characteristic set
of HVs λ; (ii) the ensemble of photon pairs is determined by a statistical
distribution of values of λ, ρ(λ), which depends only on the source, hence
allowing one to write
P (α, β|a,b) =
∫
dλρ(λ)Pλ(α, β|a,b). (3.22)
(iii) the outcome of a measurement on each photon, α, may depend on a, b,
λ and β (i.e. (3.21) is not necessarily satisfied, doing away with locality);
(iv) each photon of the pair, associated with the parameter λ, individually
behaves as if it has well-defined properties (or OAM, in our case), and a
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measurement on it (conditioned on λ) will show sinusoidal intensity varia-
tions (known as Malus’ law for polarisation) [70]. This model is attractive
because the properties of the individual photons are sharply defined, allow-
ing one to make deterministic predictions locally on the measurement results
of each photon. Moreover, the HVs are nonlocal and may depend on pa-
rameters outwith the neighbourhood of the measurement apparatus. These
properties lead to an incompatibility theorem, called the Leggett inequal-
ity. This inequality has been refined in recent work to be experimentally
testable with a finite number of measurements and obviating the need for
rotational invariance [169, 170]. Following these recent refinements, for N
possible measurement settings in system A, the correlations of a photon pair
that obeys Leggett’s nonlocal hidden variable model are restricted by the
inequality [171]
1
N
N∑
i=1
|E(ai,bi) + E(ai,b’i)| ≡ LN(χ) ≤ 2− 2ηN
∣∣∣sin χ
2
∣∣∣ (3.23)
if
1
N
N∑
i=1
|~v · ~ei| ≥ ηN (3.24)
holds for any vector ~v. Here, E(a,b) and E(a,b’) are the correlation coeffi-
cients for measurement settings a,b and a,b’ respectively, similar to (2.11).
3.4.2 Measurement settings
Quantum mechanics allows for vectors that violate the inequality (3.23).
Again we use the idea of Bloch spheres, which apply to both polarisation
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Figure 3.13: (a)For N = 3, SLM A is set to measure the three mutually
orthogonal states a1, a2 and a3. SLM B is then set to measure coplanar
states bi, b’i separated by an angle χ where bi − b’i is parallel to ei which
are mutually orthogonal. (b) For N = 4, a1, a2, a3 and a4 are the vertices
of a tetrahedron. The vectors e1, e2, e3 and e4 are then vertices of a regular
tetrahedron. Violating the inequality requires measurements in four different
non-orthogonal planes. In our case, we chose the planes defined by e1 and
e2, e2 and e3, e3 and e4 and e4 and e1. [9]
and OAM (or in general, any space spanned by two orthogonal states). We
choose bi and b’i that are separated by angle χ and we define ei = bi − b’i.
We choose ai, bi and b’i such that we get maximum coincidence between
ai and bi + b’i. This means that bi + b’i has the same azimuth angle
as ai but reflected about the equator. The constant ηN depends on the
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geometry of the ei’s, defined as in fig. 3.13. Measurements with N = 3 have
been done previously in the polarisation state space [170, 171, 172], with
η3 =
1
3
(calculated by minimising the left hand side of inequality (3.24)), and
a1, a2 and a3 pointing to the coordinate axes (fig. 3.13.a ). Increasing N
leads to more robust inequalities, albeit with more sophisticated alignment
requirements if working with polarisation [172]. Increasing N becomes more
feasible with the flexibility introduced by SLMs because of the ability to
specify any arbitrary state. We demonstrate this by showing a violation for
N = 4 where the largest violation is found for ei’s being the vertices of a
regular tetrahedron (fig. 3.13.b). In this case η4 =
1√
6
, and we choose a1, a2,
a3 and a4 to be vertices of a tetrahedron, as shown in fig.3.13.b, for maximal
violation of the inequality. For both cases, quantum mechanics predicts that
LN(χ) = 2 cos
∣∣χ
2
∣∣, violating the inequality (3.23) over a large range of angles,
χ.
3.4.3 Testing Leggett inequalities with OAM
Our measurements are defined in an OAM Bloch sphere where the North
and South poles are | + 2〉 and | − 2〉 respectively. Hence our vectors v are
described by
|v〉 = cos
(
θ
2
)
|2〉+ eiϕ sin
(
θ
2
)
| − 2〉. (3.25)
As in the previous experiments, we measure OAM states holographically
by programming the SLMs. Measuring the violation of a Bell inequality
[7] required measurement of states on orthogonal great circles of the OAM
Bloch sphere (e.g. along the equator, 0th and 180th meridians). In the case
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of the Leggett inequality, the use of SLMs is even more beneficial because it
requires measurements of states along non-orthogonal great circles (i.e. the
measurement planes are not orthogonal). The SLMs enable us to measure
quantum correlations between arbitrary states, positioned at any point of
the Bloch sphere, conveniently and with high accuracy.
Our experimental setup is shown in fig. 3.14. This is the same setup we
used for the EPR experiment with OAM, apart from the holograms being
displayed. The measurements require modulation of both intensity and phase
as in the case of the Hardy paradox. The results for N = 3 and N =
4 are shown in fig. 3.15. Each datapoint in these plots corresponds to
three settings, ai, for measurements on system A and bi and b’i separated
by an angle χ in system B, as indicated in. fig. 3.13 thus requiring 2N2
measurements per angle.
We measure the coincidence as we vary the angle χ and compare it to the
maximal value of LN allowed by Leggett’s mode as defined in (3.23). Our
results, depicted in fig. 3.15, show that the experimental data follows the
prediction of quantum mechanics closely, as expected and that the inequality
is violated over a large range of angles. For N=3, we observe the maximum
violation at χ = −42o where L3 = 1.88 ± 0.02. For N=4, the maximum
violation occurs at χ = −30o where L4 = 1.93 ± 0.02. These results imply
that it is not possible to keep definite, individual OAM states of the photons
while maintaining the observed OAM correlations.
This is the first experimental violation of the Leggett inequality outside
a polarisation state space. Our measurements in the OAM state space vio-
late the Leggett inequality by 5 and 6 standard deviations respectively for
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Figure 3.14: We have SPDC from a 3-mm BBO crystal as source of our
entangled photons. The crystal is imaged by L1 (f=300 mm) onto separate
SLMs, where we encode the holograms shown(sample intensity, phase and
holograms are shown on insets). The SLMs are imaged by L2(f=600 mm)
and L3(f=1.6 mm) onto the facet of single-mode fibres through 2 nm wide
interference filters centred at 710 nm.
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Figure 3.15: Experimentally measured correlations (black dots) for N = 3 (a)
and N = 4 (b) violate the bound arising from Leggett’s model (green line),
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violation (boxed data points) occurs at −42o and −30o respectively for N=3
and N=4 respectively. [9]
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N = 3 and N = 4. The conclusions reached by performing a test of the
Leggett inequality, whether in an OAM subspace or in polarisation space,
are the same, supporting quantum theory against a specific class of nonlocal
hidden variable theory. However, the OAM space offers a much more acces-
sible state space owing to the programmability of SLMs, and less stringent
alignment requirements. This is exemplified by our measurements for N=4.
Experiments with higher N are practically possible and may prove to be more
robust as is speculated [171].
3.5 Conclusion
The peculiarities of quantum mechanics can be demonstrated with OAM and
its conjugate variable, angular position. We have started with the question
that EPR stirred– is quantum mechanics a complete theory? OAM and angle
are also Fourier related like the original EPR variables, position and linear
momentum. OAM and angle are different from other degrees of freedom, in
that the former is discrete and infinite-dimensional, the latter is continuous
and periodic. Nonetheless, our EPR results confirm the result of previous
EPR demonstrations, which leads us to challenge either the completeness of
quantum mechanics, or the notion of locality.
To answer the question of completeness, we have tested both local and
nonlocal hidden variable theories. We have violated the CHSH Bell inequality
in two-dimensional OAM subspaces, again discounting local hidden variables
as an explanation for observed correlations. We have also demonstrated a
ladder version of the Hardy paradox with OAM. An apparently logically
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consistent set of statements (from the point of view of local hidden variable
theory at least) is shown to be in conflict with our observed correlations.
Here the limited range of OAM modes produced by SPDC helps us to easily
choose different degrees of entanglement to vary the fraction of photons that
demonstrate the Hardy paradox. We have also discounted a general class
of nonlocal hidden variable theories by violating a Leggett-type inequality.
Hence we can conclude that even if we give up on locality, observed correla-
tions still can not be explained by a hidden variable theory.
From a technological standpoint, the introduction of SLMs has allowed
us to access any point on the OAM Bloch sphere–it is just a matter of pro-
gramming the mode displayed on the SLM. This is one useful advantage over
polarisation. In the case of polarisation, in fact, any arbitrary point on the
Poincare´ corresponds to an elliptical polarisation which is not straightfor-
wardly measurable with just one optical component.
As we have highlighted at the beginning of the chapter, the results that we
present here are rather “superfluous”. Mainstream physicists believe quan-
tum mechanics to be true, so what is the point of doing all these quantum
tests? For one, it is assuring that our results are consistent with experi-
ments done previously for other variables. By restricting measurements to
a two-dimensional subspace, such that an analogy with the Poincare´ sphere
for polarisation is maintained, many of the experiments originally performed
with polarisation can be repeated using holograms or phase plates rather
than polarisers. Rather than focus on the “superfluousness”, we view these
results as a challenge: we have established that OAM is an accessible degree
of freedom with which to explore quantum mechanics, what do we do next?
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There are many possibilities (from blue sky to practically useful!), and we
hope that future research directions will exploit the (much discussed, but
seldom exploited) inherent high-dimensionality of OAM.
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Chapter 4
Entanglement of Optical
Vortices
Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beams naturally contain a phase singu-
larity at their centres. For LG beams, the phase singularities trace
a line upon propagation. The Poynting vector rotates around this
line, hence the term optical vortex. In certain superpositions of
LG beams, the optical vortices can trace more complex structures,
such as Hopf links consisting of a pair of optical vortex loops that
are linked. We can measure photons in these spatial states from
the light coming from spontaneous parametric down-conversion.
We also show that the Hopf links we measure are entangled, by
demonstrating violations of the Bell inequality. We show that the
entanglement between these isolated, spatial, topological vortex
features extends over macroscopic and finite volumes.
J Romero, J Leach, B Jack, M R Dennis, S Franke-Arnold, S M Barnett, and M J
Padgett, Phys Rev Lett 106, 10, 100407 (2011)
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4.1 Phase singularities in the
electromagnetic field
Phase singularities are generic features of complex scalar waves. In the case
of electromagnetic fields, these are points where the light intensity is zero,
the phase is undefined, and around which the phase changes by an integer
multiple of 2pi [175]. This is exactly what we find at the centre of Laguerre-
Gaussian (LG) beams, around which the phase changes from 0 to 2pi, ` times,
depending on the orbital angular momentum (OAM) of the beam. The asso-
ciated Poynting vector has an azimuthal component making it rotate around
the centre, implying that there is a net flow of energy and momentum around
the singularity, thus the term optical vortex. LG beams have an optical vor-
tex line running through the optical axis and carry OAM at the same time
(the OAM can be imagined as a flow of momentum around the optic axis).
However, it is wrong to conclude that all OAM-carrying beams have optical
vortex lines. OAM, as a property, relates only to the fact that the Poynting
vector has an azimuthal component. Light can have azimuthal phase gradi-
ents without having optical vortex structures. The converse statement, that
light beams associated with optical vortices have nonzero OAM however, is
always true.
Optical vortices are not exclusively found in LG beams. Vortex lines oc-
cur whenever three or more plane waves interfere destructively, such as in
optical speckle [176]. Light from a coherent laser scattered by a rough surface
or propagating through inhomogeneous medium can form optical speckle pat-
terns (fig. 4.1). The vortices occur as the dark points in between the bright
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Figure 4.1: In two dimensions, an optical speckle pattern has vortices
which are seen as dark points embedded between the bright speckles. In
three dimensions, the vortices trace lines (red). Some of the vortices form
loops (white), and some of the loops are linked. (speckle pattern from
http://spie.org, 3D picture from O’Holleran [10])
speckles. They are the points of intersection of the vortex lines with the view-
ing plane. In three dimensions (3D), these vortex lines form a fractal tangle,
percolating through space [177], exhibiting interesting topological structures
such as closed loops which are occasionally linked together (fig. 4.1) [10].
Light produced by spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) is spa-
tially incoherent and can also be considered as an example of optical speckle
[178], making it a good candidate in which to observe topological vortex
features.
4.2 Topological vortex structures and super-
positions of OAM
Vortices forming interesting topologies, such as knots and links, can be de-
liberately created from a suitable combination of spatial modes. As Berry
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and Dennis have shown, solutions to the Helmholtz equation can contain op-
tical vortices which are knotted or linked [175, 179]. The LG beams, already
having an optical vortex line along the optic axis, are naturally an attractive
candidate for constructing such modes. Superpositions of LG beams with
suitable amplitudes and relative phases result in optical vortices which form
knots or links. For example, a mode consisting of a pair of linked optical
vortex loops (fig. 4.2), a Hopf link, can be created by the superposition,
ΨHopf link = 0.264LG
0
0 − 0.628LG01 + 0.426LG02 − 0.596ei2θLG20. (4.1)
where LG`p are LG beams of azimuthal index ` and radial index p defined
in (1.4), and θ defines the orientation of the Hopf link in the x − y plane.
The generation of these modes rely on being able to design optical elements
which impart the desired vortex structure.
Experimentally, these modes are generated by bouncing a fundamental
Gaussian mode off a diffractive optical element (hologram) suitably designed
to introduce the vortex structures. To create the Hopf link described in (4.1),
one must modulate both intensity and phase and so we employ the method
we have discussed in section 2.2. Using this technique, different topological
structures, including the Hopf link have been generated [167].
4.3 Measurement of Hopf links
In our entanglement experiment, we are not generating Hopf links of optical
vortices. We are, instead, measuring Hopf links from the light that comes off
a nonlinear crystal. Just as in our previous experiments, we use SPDC as the
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source of correlated photon pairs. As we have seen in the previous chapters,
correlations are present in the OAM of the signal and idler photons. We shall
show that correlations are also manifested even by special superpositions of
OAM modes whose phase singularity lines form a Hopf link.
4.3.1 Hologram design
Macroscopic vortex features like Hopf links can be synthesised by combin-
ing LG modes, including those possessing no OAM. We require a hologram
encoded with the state described in 4.1), which entails modulation of both
amplitude and phase. Although specified only in two dimensions, holograms
determine the propagation of the whole optical field behind them. Previ-
ously, holograms have transformed the Gaussian output of a laser or single
mode fibre into a field with phase singularities that form Hopf links [167]. In
modal superpositions of this kind, the linked vortex loops intertwine within
regions of very low optical intensity. The practical generation and observa-
tion of these topological features relies on the numerical optimisation of the
complex mode coefficients to separate the vortex loops by regions of higher
intensity [167]. Once the optimum coefficients of the modal components in
the superposition are determined, it is a simple matter to implement them
in spatial light modulators (SLMs) wherein we have control of both intensity
and phase. Fig. 4.2.a shows how the hologram is calculated from knowledge
of the phase and intensity structure of the Hopf link. Following section 2.2,
the phase of the hologram,Φholo, is given by,
Φholo(x, y) = [Φlink(x, y) + Φgrating(x, y)]mod2pi ×D(Alink(x, y)). (4.2)
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Figure 4.2: The hologram consists of the product of the Hopf link phase and
the diffraction grating, modulated by the intensity of the link. The intensity
translates to a correction in the depth of the phase blazing to change the
diffraction efficiency (a). A hologram can define the structure of the field
upon propagation. A hologram can be used to generate a Hopf link (b). A
hologram can also be used in reverse to measure a Hopf link. The insets
are intensity cross sections and show the vortex positions of the field on the
plane represented by the dotted line (c).
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where Φlink(x, y) and Alink(x, y) refer to the phase and amplitude cross sec-
tions of the link. Φgrating(x, y) is the phase of the diffraction grating used to
direct the light to the first order, and D is the distortion function mapping
the grayscale to amplitude (sec. 2.2).
The same hologram that transforms a Gaussian mode into the Hopf link
(fig. 4.2.b) can be used in reverse as a measurement hologram to detect the
3D feature (fig.4.2.c). In our case, this transforms a Hopf link back to the
fundamental Gaussian mode which can then, and only then, be coupled into
a single mode fibre and photon detector. A single photon detection after the
hologram constitutes the single photon measurement of the 3D topological
state, i.e. we can infer that the photon is in the topological state before the
hologram.
4.3.2 Experiment setup and back-projection
We employ the experimental configuration shown in fig. 4.3.a. Our down-
converted photons are produced by a 3 mm long type-I β−barium borate
(BBO) crystal pumped by a quasi-cw, mode-locked UV pump beam at 355
nm. The crystal is oriented in a collinear geometry with the down-converted
710 nm signal and idler photons, both incident on the same beamsplitter.
The exit face of the crystal is imaged to separate spatial light modulators
(SLM). The SLMs are used to display the measurement holograms (fig. 4.2.a
) which specify the links we aim to detect. These SLMs are reimaged to
the input facets of single-mode fibres which are coupled to avalanche pho-
todiodes (APD) for single photon detection. The output of the detectors
are connected to a coincidence counting circuit with a timing window of 10
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Figure 4.3: The topological states are measured by encoding holograms dis-
played on separate spatial light modulators (SLMs) (a). Using one of the
arms in the same setup, we back-project through the measurement holo-
gram, letting the first-order interfere with the zero-order beam in order to
recover the phase information and verify the topology of the field (b) . The
recovered topology is a Hopf link, x, y, z refer to shifts in the x−, y−and z−
directions respectively. Dimensions have been normalised by the beam waist
w0 and Rayleigh range zR (c). [11]
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ns. The coincidence count rate from the two detectors is recorded as the
holograms displayed on the SLMs are updated.
How do we guarantee that we are measuring fields with this special topol-
ogy in single photons? As with any single-photon detection made via single-
mode fibres and APDs, we are essentially destroying the photon by detecting
it. This is the case even when we are measuring polarisation. We can only
infer what the state of the photon was before it encountered the measuring
device. For example, we know that only photons of a horizontal polarisation
can pass through a horizontal polariser, hence when a detector after this
polariser clicks, it was because there was a horizontal photon which passed
through the polariser. We can confidently infer that this is the case because
if we replace the detector with a laser, the light that comes after the hori-
zontal polariser is a horizontally polarised photon. This “back-propagation”
picture (consistent with retrodictive quantum mechanics [104]) shown in fig.
4.2.b is often unsaid, but this is what guarantees that we are inferring the
correct spatial mode in the photons that we measure. It is conceptually no
more complicated than measurements of OAM done with forked diffraction
gratings, although we have a richer spatial mode with a topology that exists
in 3D. We therefore confirmed that our hologram indeed generates a Hopf
link by replacing one of the detectors with a laser diode, sending light back
to the SLM and then recovering the phase and intensity of the diffracted
light field in the plane of the crystal (fig. 4.3.b)[167]. We programmed the
SLM to introduce axial displacements with respect to the plane of the crystal
allowing us to tomographically reconstruct the phase in each plane and find
the vortices to form the link structure as shown in fig. 4.3.c. Having recov-
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ered a Hopf link in this “back-projection” experiment, we can confidently
say that we are indeed measuring Hopf links. We remark that because this
is a 3D structure, we need multiple-plane measurements which can not be
performed in one shot on a single photon. Simply put, each measurement
plane is a projection of one photon and we just make the assumption that
all these photons are identical.
4.4 Entanglement of optical vortex links
Having described the key elements in our experiment, we now quantify quan-
tum correlations that exist between these spatially separated Hopf links. We
show that these links of vortex loops, embedded within optical fields pro-
duced by SPDC, are entangled.
4.4.1 Bloch sphere analogy
The modal superposition to produce the vortex Hopf link is given by
|ΨHopf link〉 = 0.264 |0, 0〉 − 0.628 |0, 1〉
+ 0.426 |0, 2〉 − 0.596ei2θ |2, 0〉 . (4.3)
where |`, p〉 denote the LG mode with p radial nodes and azimuthal index
`, and θ defines the orientation of the Hopf link in the x-y plane. Note that
apart from a notation change (LG`p is now written as |`, p〉), this equation
is the same as (4.1). We use a pump beam of zero OAM in the state |0, 0〉.
OAM is generally conserved in collinear SPDC [126], and so we can write the
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Figure 4.4: A Bloch sphere for the Hopf links has the state α |0, p〉 (with con-
stant phase and a small nonzero on-axis intensity) and β |2, 0〉 (or β |−2, 0〉)
at the poles. The equatorial states correspond to the Hopf links (a). We ex-
amine the constituent modes of the link (b). Red bars show the correlation
between the ` = 0 states that make up |0, p〉 (North pole) and the blue bar
correspond to the correlation between the ` = 2 and ` = −2 states (South
pole). [11]
entangled SPDC state LG basis as,
|ΨSPDC〉 =
∞∑
ps=0
∞∑
pi=0
∞∑
`=−∞
c`,ps−`,pi |`, ps〉 |−`, pi〉 (4.4)
where
∣∣∣c`,ps−`,pi∣∣∣2 is dependent on the down-conversion process and is the proba-
bility of generating a photon pair in the |`, ps〉 and |−`, pi〉 states [88, 95, 118].
The state (4.4) has a range of different modes including the modes which
comprise the superposition that could form the link (4.3).
We can separate the superposition (4.3) into two components consisting
of modes with zero and nonzero OAM (` = 0 and ` = 2 respectively), if we
define the state |0, p〉 = 0.329 |0, 0〉 − 0.782 |0, 1〉 + 0.530 |0, 2〉, which we get
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by normalizing the first three terms of (4.3). We can then write the Hopf
link state as
|ΨHopf link〉 = α |0, p〉 − βei2θ |2, 0〉 , (4.5)
where α = 0.803 and β = 0.596. This allows us to define our measurement
states in a two-dimensional (2D) subspace. The advantage of a 2D subspace
is that it lends itself to traditional tests of entanglement such as the Bell
inequality [68].
At the heart of entanglement are the correlations exhibited in the bases
corresponding to incompatible observables. In a 2D state space, the concept
of incompatible observables is best illustrated by a reference to a Bloch sphere
where for example a rotation of linear polarisation is equivalent to a change in
phase between the constituent circular polarisations. We have already used
this reference to a Bloch sphere in the previous chapter (section 3.3.3) for
our Bell and Leggett inequality violations by measuring OAM superpositions.
We can cast the measurement of Hopf links similarly, in that we can have an
unconventional Bloch sphere based on the superposition (4.3). The North
pole of this Bloch sphere correspond to the weighted superposition α |0, p〉
and the South pole corresponds to β |2, 0〉. The equatorial states of this Bloch
sphere are then the Hopf links oriented at different angles, θ (fig. 4.4.a).
To show entanglement between the Hopf links requires demonstrating
that the strength of nonlocal correlations depend not only on the magnitude
of the modes (the poles of the sphere) but also on their relative phases.
We test this phase dependence by changing the relative angular orientations
of the topological features measured in the signal and idler beams. If the
observed correlations were simply and solely due to classical conservation,
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then the strength of the correlations would show no phase dependence.
We also show the confinement of the Hopf link to a finite volume and
the dependence of the entanglement on relative spatial position. To one of
the holograms, we introduced lateral and axial shifts, the latter giving a
Gouy phase between the modes [180]. Rather than moving any of the optical
components we apply these shifts directly by setting the phase of the modal
superpositions for the hologram design.
4.4.2 Bell inequality for optical vortex links and en-
tanglement of volumes
In the image plane of the crystal, the signal and idler fields are complex
conjugates of each other. If the holograms are encoded with states that are
themselves complex conjugates of each other, the correlation between signal
and idler beams should be high. The LG basis that we use to describe our
topological features is an orthonormal, complete set and consequently the
correlation between any two modes of differing indices should, ideally, be
zero.
Before examining the correlation between the Hopf links themselves we
examine the measured correlations between the four LG modes that form
the Hopf link (fig.4.4.b). We calculate the ratio of the measured coincident
rate, C, to that anticipated from accidental coincidences. We call this ratio
the quantum contrast, QC, given by QC = C/(S × I ×∆t), where S and I
are signal and idler count rates respectively, and ∆t is the timing resolution
of our coincidence counting electronics [72]. As anticipated, the correlation
between any mode and its complex conjugate is high, while its correlation
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with all other modes is low (fig. 4.4.b). We note, however, that some nomi-
nally orthogonal modes have residual correlations, which arise from the finite
apertures of our system. This imperfection potentially reduces the degree of
the entanglement, but as we show below, the entanglement we observe is still
sufficient to violate a Bell inequality.
With the SLMs displaying holograms to measure the Hopf link and its
complex conjugate, we measure the coincident count rate as a function of
their angular orientations θs and θi. The sinusoidal nature of the coincidence
count rates are reminiscent of the coincidence curves used to show a violation
of the Bell inequality in the case of polarisation-entangled photons. The
fact that our state can be written in terms of two orthogonal sets of modes
means we can perform a similar analysis for our Hopf links [68]. We use the
Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt(CHSH) inequality [181], which gives the Bell
parameter S, and is violated when |S| > 2 (sections 3.3.2, 3.3.4). The extent
to which this inequality can be violated is an indication of the degree of
entanglement of a quantum system, with S taking on a value of 2
√
2 for
maximally entangled states.
Because the Hopf link contains a component with ` = 0, the Hopf link
and its complex conjugate are not completely orthogonal, and hence the coin-
cidence rate should not fall to exactly zero [92]. For a theoretical prediction,
we can use (2.11). We obtain lower minima in our coincidence curves, and
this is a consequence of the interference arising from modes that are ide-
ally orthogonal (i.e. the off-diagonal modes in fig.4.4.b), but experimentally
gives residual coincidence counts. Fig.4.5.a shows a sample set of coinci-
dence curves used to calculate S from four different orientations of the signal
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Figure 4.5: Coincidence curves show a phase dependence on angular ori-
entations θs and θi from which we obtain S = 2.72 when signal and idler
holograms are both on the z = 0 plane. (a) The surface for which S = 2
surface for a Hopf link (b) and for a simple superposition of OAM states (c).
x, y, z refer to shifts in the x−, y−and z− directions respectively. Dimensions
have been normalised by the beam waist w0 and Rayleigh range zR.
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hologram as the orientation of the idler hologram is varied from 0 to pi (corre-
sponding to a phase change between the α |0, p〉 and β |2, 0〉 of 0 to 2θi = 2pi).
The near sinusoidal shape is an indication that we largely remain in a 2D
state space. Following [122], wherein the dimensionality is taken as the in-
verse of the area under the peak-normalised coincidence curve, we obtain a
Shannon dimensionality of 1.92. We measure S to be 2.72 ± 0.01 when the
signal and idler holograms are laterally and axially aligned, greater than the
classical limit of 2, thereby demonstrating that the Hopf links we measure in
the down-converted fields are indeed entangled.
The unique aspect of these entangled states is that the topological feature
is spatially localised in 3D. We show this by measuring S as a function of
both lateral and axial displacements of the measured links and compare this
volumetric scan to that obtained for the simple superposition of | ± `〉 OAM
states used to show the entanglement of OAM (fig. 4.5.b-c). In this latter case
we use a superposition of ` = ±2, measuring the count rate and obtaining S as
a function of lateral and axial displacement. As might be expected, for pure
OAM entanglement we see that the value of S falls for lateral displacement,
yet the structural stability of the mode means that S does not fall with axial
displacement. By contrast we see that the volume over which the Hopf link
violates the CHSH inequality (S > 2) is bounded in both the lateral and
axial directions to a size similar to that of the experimentally recovered Hopf
link, fig. 4.3.c.
The SLMs that we use have a diffraction efficiency of about 60%, we are
not free of the detection loophole. We are using off-axis holograms, meaning
that any phase noise in the SLM will affect only the diffraction efficiency,
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not the phase of the measured state, which is instead set by the spatial
form of the hologram. We emphasise that the topology of the Hopf link is
recreated in the “back-projection” experiment, inferring that these are the
states we measure. In any event, the fact that we violate the Bell inequality is
an unambiguous demonstration of quantum entanglement and demonstrates
that we are not significantly constrained by the limitations of our SLMs.
4.5 Conclusion and Outlook
From a fundamemental standpoint, our results are interesting because by
measuring a specific topology of vortices on one photon, we are essentially
“steering” the position of the vortices in the other photon. Whereas ear-
lier work in quantum entanglement has concentrated on two separated point
properties of the field (e.g. polarisation) or two field cross-sections (e.g.
OAM), our present work shows a signature of entanglement between two
separated and finite volumes. Specifically, our measurements relate to topo-
logical features of the scalar electromagnetic field. Similar wave descriptions
are equally applicable to various physical situations involving cold atoms,
superfluids and other condensed matter systems. The existence of vortex
lines and related topological features in these systems is an area of intense
theoretical and experimental investigation [182, 183, 184]. We conjecture
that the quantum entanglement of topological features of vortex lines may
extend to cover these other system types. The transfer of the topological
vortex states from light to BEC [183, 185] may be a route to the preparation
of macroscopically entangled topological states.
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As a further point, since topological states are usually robust to perturba-
tion [186], they may offer a route to increasing the stability of the entangled
state. Indeed stability of topology has, in two-dimensional physics, led to
the field of topological quantum computation [187]. The degree to which
three-dimensional vortex topological features are stable or not depends upon
the details of the physical system in which they occur. For example, if vortex
lines are subject to a repulsive force between them, as can be the case in a
nonlinear media [188], this acts to stabilise their topology. Unfortunately
for light beams in free-space this is not the case and therefore topology is
unlikely to mitigate, for example, the effect of atmospheric turbulence. How-
ever, other physical systems may not be limited in this way.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Entanglement is manifested in a variety of quantum systems. For photons,
entanglement is most commonly studied in relation to photon polarisation,
wherein the photon is a qubit which can take on any of two possible, orthog-
onal values. Outside this two-state system, entanglement can be explored
in higher dimensions by exploiting various other degrees of freedom, such
as time-bin, energy, position and linear momentum, among others. In this
thesis, I have focused on the entanglement of the orbital angular momen-
tum (OAM) of photons and its conjugate variable, angular position. OAM
is discrete and theoretically unbounded, while angular position is continuous
and periodic. These variables are Fourier-related and together they make up
basis sets suitable for investigating higher-dimensional entanglement.
We first discussed the process which generates the entangled photon pairs-
spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC). We investigated the two
important factors that determine OAM and angular position correlations,
namely, phase-matching and the shape of the pump. We have shown that
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minute adjustments to the phase-matching conditions in SPDC can result to
an increase in the range of entangled OAM modes generated. We have shown
an experimental system capable of generating and detecting 30-dimensional
OAM entanglement. We have also demonstrated the influence of the pump
shape, by employing a phase-flipped mode (akin to a first-order Hermite-
Gaussian beam) to pump the crystal for SPDC. We have shown OAM corre-
lations consistent with OAM conservation, and angular position correlation
consistent with the Fourier relationship between OAM and angle.
The Fourier relationship between OAM and angular position is reminis-
cent of a similar relationship between position and linear momentum- the
original variables in which Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) formulated
their famous paradox. We have demonstrated that the same EPR paradox
holds for OAM and angle. Similarly, we are led to ask: is quantum mechanics
a complete theory? Is our notion of locality mistaken? In response to the first
question, local hidden variable theories (LHVT) have been proposed as an
alternative to explain the correlations that we measure. We have exploited
the analogy between a Poincare´ sphere and an OAM Bloch sphere to imple-
ment various tests of quantum mechanics. Similar to the results obtained for
polarisation, our experiments with OAM point to the inadequacy of LHVTs
to account for OAM correlations. We have shown violations of Bell-type in-
equalities for various two-dimensional subspaces of OAM. On a more intuitive
level, we have also shown the conflict between quantum mechanics and local
realism via the paradoxical situation envisaged by Hardy. We have utilised
the naturally non-maximally OAM-entangled state generated by SPDC to
achieve the varying degrees of entanglement necessary for demonstrating the
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Hardy paradox. Having discounted LHVTs, we also examined a general class
of nonlocal hidden variable theories (NHVTs) as proposed by Leggett. We
have recreated the experiments originally done on photon polarisation and
obtained the same conclusion, that even NHVTs are not enough to account
for correlations. This leaves us with quantum mechanics as the best descrip-
tion for our experiments.
In the last chapter, we have also considered a rather special spatial mode
consisting of isolated, linked loops of optical vortices called Hopf links. The
Hopf links can be expressed in terms of a specific superposition of OAM
modes. We have shown that these modes can be measured from the light
coming from SPDC, and moreover, these modes are entangled. With the
aid of an analogy with the Poincare´ sphere, we have demonstrated violations
of a Bell-type inequality as a function of spatial position. We have shown
that when measuring Hopf links, the violations are confined within a three-
dimensional volume corresponding to the extent of the Hopf link. In contrast
to polarisation, which can be considered as a property of a point, or to OAM,
which can be considered as a property of a cross-section, our Hopf links are
features in a finite, isolated volume. This points to interesting possibilities
for other systems which are amenable to a scalar wave description such as
cold atoms, superfluids and other condensed matter systems.
When stripped of all details, there are two messages I hope this thesis
has conveyed:
(1) Quantum mechanics explored with OAM is just as peculiar as quantum
mechanics explored with anything else.
Spatial light modulators, which have played an important role in all our
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demonstrations here, makes the OAM state space a truly accessible test bed
for quantum mechanics.
(2) Having established (1), We see that OAM is a degree of freedom waiting
to fulfil its potential.
Many of the results we have presented here are not really surprising,
most physicists will agree that quantum mechanics is true anyway. I would
rather consider our results as groundwork for exciting work in the future.
Optical implementations of quantum information abound, and OAM is but
one research area. Given that OAM-entangled states are naturally gener-
ated in down-conversion, and the measurement states can be implemented
conveniently, I believe that OAM is one of the best candidates for exploring
high-dimensional entanglement. Why we want to do that is a good question,
and there are a range of answers. It is my hope that OAM can reveal deeper
features of quantum mechanics. From a practical standpoint, I think that
there has been much development in terms of generating and sorting OAM
states, possible quantum gates, and interaction of materials with OAM states.
The concept of secure, high-dimensional quantum communication is an at-
tractive catalyst for all these, but I hope research will progress further. I am
sure there is much more to be had from OAM, if only we can imagine more!
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Appendix:
Coincidence probability for measuring angular
position with finite angular slits
The probability density for having entangled photons at angles φi and φs
is a function only of the difference,
P (φs, φi) =
1
2pi
P (φs − φi). (5.1)
If angle correlations are measured with masks Ms and Mi, the probability
of getting a coincidence, Pcoin, as function of the orientations φi and φs is
Pcoin(φs, φi) =
1
2pi
∫
Ms(φs)Mi(φi)P (φs − φi)dφsdφi. (5.2)
The angular masks are characterised by a width ∆ and the two masks
have a relative orientation of ∆θ. This means we have
Ms =
 1 −∆/2 < φs < ∆/20 otherwise
Mi =
 1 −∆/2 + ∆θ < φi < ∆/2 + ∆θ0 otherwise
We substitute these to (5.2) and get
Pcoin(φs, φi) =
1
2pi
∫ ∆/2
−∆/2
dφs
∫ ∆/2+∆θ
−∆/2+∆θ
dφiP (φs − φi). (5.3)
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which is an integration over the area of a square defined by the vertices
(φi, φs) = (−∆/2 + ∆θ,−∆/2), (−∆/2 + ∆θ,∆/2), (∆/2 + ∆θ,∆/2), (∆/2 + ∆θ,−∆/2)
We change variables: φ¯ = 1
2
(φs + φi) and x = φs − φi so dφidφs = dφ¯dx.
This changes the area of integration into a parallelipiped of vertices (x, φ¯) =
(−∆θ,−∆/2 + ∆θ/2), (−∆−∆θ,∆θ/2), (−∆θ,∆/2 + ∆θ/2), (∆−∆θ,∆θ/2)
We break up the integral along x, and use the equations for the boundaries
of the parallelipiped,
Pcoin(φs, φi) =
1
2pi
∫ −∆θ
−∆−∆θ
dx
∫ x/2+∆/2+∆θ
−x/2−∆/2
dφ¯P (x)
+
1
2pi
∫ ∆−∆θ
−∆θ
dx
∫ −x/2+∆/2
x/2−∆/2+∆θ
dφ¯P (x)
=
1
2pi
∫ −∆θ
−∆−∆θ
dx(x+ ∆ + ∆θ)P (x)
+
1
2pi
∫ ∆−∆θ
−∆θ
dx(−x+ ∆−∆θ)P (x) (5.4)
In the first integral, P (x) is effectively multiplied by a ramp which goes from
0 to ∆ and in the second integral, P (x) is effectively multiplied by a ramp
which goes from ∆ to 0. If we define a function T (x) such that,
T (x) =

0 x < −∆−∆θ
x+ ∆ + ∆θ −∆−∆θ < x < −∆θ
−x+ ∆−∆θ −∆θ < x < ∆−∆θ
0 ∆−∆θ < x
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we can write Pcoin as the integral of a product,
Pcoin(x; ∆θ) =
1
2pi
∫
dxT (x)P (x) (5.5)
We can take P (x) from the contribution of the OAM components weighted
by c`.
P (x) =
1
2pi
∣∣∣∣∣∑
`
c`e
i`x
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(5.6)
so we have in the end the coincidence as a function of the relative orien-
tation ∆θ
J(∆θ) =
1
2pi
∫
dx T (x)
∣∣∣∣∣∑
`
c`e
i`x
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(5.7)
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